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MRS. GEORGE H. DARBY.

The Educational

He also referred to the senior and junior
branches of High school which the new
Belfast building will allow in a few years.
The new officers of the Association for
the coming year are: President, Principal Harry A. Foster of Belfast; vice
president, Principal H. P. Andrews of
Winterport; secretary and treasurer, Miss
Grace A. Lord of Belfast; executive committee, Principal Roy Hayes of Unity,
Supt. L. T. Dunham of Brooks and Supt.
E. E. Roderick of Belfast; delegate to the
National Association, Supt. F. M. Nickerson of Frankfort; alternate, Supt. Albert Barnes of Liberty,

Rally

Agnes A., wife of George H.
Darby,
Aibert
died Monday
morning at their home on Linder the Auspice* of the Waldo County
•vjiiesday afternoon at his'home on Miller
street
Teachers' Association.
after two years illness with
It iB shock to his family and
I, street.
necrosis of the spine which later
The Educational Rally held in this city
develop[jendsed complications.
Everything that sci- last Wednesday under the auspices of the
Thanksgiving drive last Thursday ence
could suggest or devotion offer
was Waldo County Teachers’ Association was
was
Waldo County Hospital
very
given, but she had learned life’s lesson a business and social success. There were
v,ful. A large amount of supplies and
had done her part. She had had the 122 teachers present and
’. 3 goodly sum of money were reevery number of
best of surgical treatment and the untir- the announced
program was carried out—
eved.
ing and constant care of her sisters. An an unusual thing at the fall session with
y, and Mrs. H. H. Carter received ideal housekeeper and home
maker, bright out of-town speakers. At the group sesMonday of the arrival of their first and sunny in
disposition, yet serious sions during the forenoon 'helpful and inuughter. Iu the Lynn Hospital, minded she got out of life
all there was in structive message on the rural schools
ji,to Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Carter it, her circumstances considered.
While were given by MisB Helen J. Piper of
ainpscott, Mass., a daughter.
enjoying the devotion of her family and Lincoln Academy at
Newcastle; Miss
Universalist League will meet next the friendship of many she never seemed Harriet
O’Brien, helping teacher of the
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock with to care for allied association
and was a Rockland schools, and Supt. R. J.
Libby
Louise S. Shales, when a large at- member only of the St. Francis Guild
con- of Gorham; for the elementary schools*
as there is much
■e is requested
nected with her church. She was
promi- Miss Jessie L. Keene of the State-Normal
nent in its activities, reli ,ble and
,orji to be done for the Christmas fair.
depend- School at Gorham and, Supt. Harry C.
j
Waldo Country Hospital benefit able and always cheerful in her assist- Hull
of Rockland; for High schools, Mr.
has been ance. She will be missed and
announced for Dec.
mourned Josiah W. Taylor, the Agent for Secondtely postponed on accojunt of the by many outside of the family circles to ary
Education, with discussion by Princif one of its directors, fVilliam A. which she was connected. She was born
pal Harry A, Foster of Belfast, Principal
in
who was to have sold the tickets.
Islesboro, June 9 1872, the daughter Roy Hayes of
Unity, Miss Ava H. Chadof
James W’atson and Bedelia Maria
Boston Sunday Herald {says that
bourne of the U. of M., when visual in(Leary) Pendleton, but for 47 years had
; :
lay, Nov. 19th, was the warmest on
struction, the school library, college preplived in Belfast.
Besides her husband,
Belfast shared iu tha- pleasure,
aration, a uniform marking system and
two sisters and one brother
survive; Miss physical education were taken up.
stated that Chicago and other
Martha
M. Pendleton, Mrs. Mary C. Colwest had a heavy snow storm,
A Bet-together dinner was enjoyed by
cord and Francis X. Pendleton all of
Bel- all at the Baptist vestry. It was delicious
d Clay gave a stag party at his home
fast. The funeral was held at St. Francis
and the menu was varied and the food
M.m street Tuesday evening, covers
church at 10 a. m. Wednesday with Rev.
abundant. Mrs. Walter J. Clifford, presifor
a delicious game
for
twelve
laid
5
Fr. T. J. O’Mahoney
officiating. The dent of the Ladies’ Circle, under whose
Mr. Clay was fortunate in his rebearers were Edward Norton, Edward
auspices the dinner was served, was as.noting trip and always shares his
:f
Hogan, George C. Thompson and Stephen sisted by Mrs. William
with
friends.
Holt, Mrs. Fred
ea.-ures
S. L Shute. Many expressed their
love L, Howard, Mrs. J. H. Morris, Mrs. Geo.
Twenty members of the Rnox and and esteem by
sending beautiful flowers. D. Mahoney, Mrs. W. E.
Marsh, Mrs.
Thayer dropped

L.

<

ead early

■

jj..

14th^

Counties School Masters’ Club

re-

with Supt. E. E. Roderick and
ide definite plans to carry on their exan work in both counties with educamet

! moving pictures in connection with
i,-- on school matters.
Ladies Aid of the Methodist church
give a public birthday supper at the

:

ne

»

li Friday evening, Dec. 2nd. Escalclams will be tlie principal dish and
will be arranged for each month in
year that all may be accommodated.
s

;ai;

is

will be

on

sale by membersand at

•:-'s store.
and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell made the

Aged Women
a large
happy Wednesday by
covered with evergreen tjjnd packed
good things. The arrangement was
y

•>

at

the Home for

sending

ijrge

■

chickic and it contained two
grap: fruits, oranges, raisns, homejars of beans, corn, plumbs, berries,
s, cramberries
onions, Jwo pounds
utter, nuts and confectioiery.

Albert W. Stevens,- U. S. A.,
from West Virginia that he was
mndsville, on the beautiful Ohio
er, waiting for the clou'is to chase
his offisv before he could undertake
work.
He has became famous in his
ne pictures.
Th
Boston Sunday
i! of November 20th gives a halfin
its
rotogravure section
picture
iys: “The most wonderful airplane
It is come ever taken of Bostoii
nsive, detailed, shows pjactically the
re city.
the centre
Coursing
e photograph is the beaUtiful wiudon the left
Charles with
Boston on the right.”
apt.
■s

William A. Coombs, Mrs. Henry W. Collins, Mrs. Herbert S. Morey, Mrs. Edwin

MRS. LYDIA CaMMETT
luesaay, November 15th, the communwas saddened by
the news ot the
death of Mrs. Lydia Cammett, which oc-

ity

curred that morning at two o’clock at
her home in Waldo, after an illness of
eleven months, ten of which were spent
in bed
Mrs, Cammett was born in

S. Perkins.
ai uie aiiernoon session Memorial

nan

filled and the community singing ied
by Mr. J. Francis MacNichol o£ Augusta
was

was

a

very

pleasing feature.

The ad-

dress by Mr. H. A. Allen of Augusta,
State Director of the National Educa-

Knox, October 16, 1843, the daughter of tional Association, and by Principal W.
George and Ruth (Dotent Mixer. Her G. Mallett of the State Normal School at
early girlhood was passed in that town Farmington, were instructive. The latter
and later she became a successful teacher spoke on the subject of “Teachers Keepin that and surrounding towns. Novem- ing Fit.”
ber 17, 1867, she married \V. B. Cammett
and the lirst years of their married lire
were spent
in SearsmoDt, where two

daughters

were born to them—Minnie,
who died in infancy, and Ellen M., whose
death occurred in Belfast in 1895.
Later

they lived in Knox, Waldo and Belfast,
returning to Waldo 14 years ago. During
her residence in

these towns she made

true frieuds, who remember her as
a pleasant, unassuming woman, who derived her joy in life Iroin her loving care
many

of her family and the society of h#r
friends. She was a true wife, a devoted
mother and a loyal friend. Since the
death of her husband

nearly ten

years

ago, she has lived at the home of her

was

divided

into

three

of

Registration,

a

Wm. II.

Hall,

after about 17 years of

j

years ago he bought out his insurance
business and had since conducted it ip
the Hayford block. He*was one of the

blow to his only and most devoted

severe

sister and she has the sympathy of many
friends. For the past five years they
have

i

j
j

j

spent

winters in St.

Petersburg,

Fla., and in all that time South only one
part of a day were they separated. Their
plans were made to go South this winter.
Only two evenings in the past year had
they been away from each other. The
funeral was held at his late home Sunday
at 2 p. m. with Rev. William Vaughan
officiating. The floral tributes were many
and

beautiful.

very

The

bearers

Day

of

between bank and patron is
one of the characteristics of
this institution. We are large
enough to afford our friends
all the service which goes
with good banking, and yet

big as to forget that
community bank in
all the word implies.
The City National
Bank of Belfast

not so

we are a

Vaughan. Sunday school
cordially invited.

his former

at noon.

All

Sandypoiut,

Henrietta Griffin; Searsport, Mrs. Jos. D.
Sweetser; Stocston Springs, Everett

Staples; Thorndike, Mrs. Samuel Gilchrist; East Thorndike, Mrs. Higgins
Unity, Miss Angie Garcelon; Winterport,
Miss Mary W. Bussey;
Brooks, Miss
Esther Pilley; Frankfort, Mrs. Frank
Hopkins; North Isiesboro, Miss Mvrtle
Pendleton; Isles ioro, Miss Helen Pendleton; Dark Harbor, Mrs. L. F. Pendleton;
Knox, Miss Mildret Webb; Lincolnville
Beach, Mrs. Ne lie Brown; Monroe, \irs,
N. J. Curtis; Morrill, Mrs. T. N. Pearson:
Searsmont, Charles Cunningham; Waldo.

at

RushbrooK Thayer has recently
a new Chevrolet touring car.

Herman Bachelder has returned from a
visit with relatives in Detroit and Water-

j

|

Mrs. Janetta Jennings is visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Mr. Gene

yet.

I

summer

j Friday.
j

$25,000
r

That would Otherwise be Frittered
Let’s make Christmas of 1922

Satisfying than

Away !

ever

before!

The City National Bank of Belfast
BELFAST, MAINE

;

occupied

port avenue.

j

at

Gagnon, who has spent the
Bayside, returned to Boston,

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Moore have gone

J to Lowell, Mass., where they have
! ployment.

i

j

|

i

em-

Mr. Frank Pendleton is driving the mail
route for the winter months in place of
Mr. Leon Barton.
Mrs. Mary Godfrey has been having a
garage built and repairs made on her cottage at South Shore.
The installa tion of officers of Excelsior
F. and A. M. was held at Saturday
Cove Wednesday night.

Lodge,

Philo C. Blaisdell of Bradford, Pa., a
resident of Nortbport, lost two
automobiles in the fire at Bangor last Saturday night when the Bangor Motor Company garage was burned.
summer

Dixmont

The number is 71-13.

Hartford, Conn.,
recently arrived for a few days and :s putting his buildings in shape for the winter
William Vaughan, Jr. is constructing £
a small stream near his house

dam across

When completed it will be 35feet long and
five feet high making a large reservoir
the water to be used for ice cutting.
The drought and the consequent water
shortage which has been the chief abject
of conversation for the last six months,

H. H. D. Smith died at his residence in
East

has broken at last.

This

is one m

eastward the market outlook for the
canned product is none too favorable.

Stitchers Wanted
.by

item

j

had

a

service in the

the grave.

j

I

A Mark of Distinction
is the fact that you
pay your bills by check instead
of counting out
A Checking Acpaper or coin.
count with US is an investment—We
Interest on

Pay

Checking Accounts.

Waldo Trust Company
BELFAST

PULLMAN PANTS FACTORIES
BELFAST, jSEARSPORT and BROOKS.
Steady work for 1922.
2w47
Apply at once.

c

! years and 11 months.
She was born in
1
Knox, the daughter of Joseph and Lucy
The funeral took
i (Braduock) Penn y,
at her late home in Knox at it) a
j place
m
Rev.
with
William
Vaughan of
i the Friday
Belfast Universalist church olliciatine-

were

The sardine season is drawing to a
close, although fish can be legally packed
until Dec. 1 on tbe coast of Maine. It is
hardly probable, however, that many of
the factories will be open on that date, as
in addition to a scarcity of fish at the

■

Friday, Nov. 11th of for our thankful list io be remembered
indigestion, aged 74 years. The November 24th.
deceased had been pocrly for several
It looks like olu time* tos^et.i
Bangor
years, but his last sickness was very and Bluckton jitneys ouk on b
sport
avenue
itnieis
hi*
again.
..derOnly
brief. One son, Harry Smith of Dixdo not have to p.o-v
they
ence,
.rough
mont, one granddaughter and a large cir- mud
lae •. .veierup to the hub in depth,
cle of friends survive him. He was a ator is also much in use.
member in good standing of the Christian
Members of the Ladies’ A.a
last
Church at East Dixmont.
He had been Friday with Mrs Koscue li. ick
There
a member of the Archon
was
a
m
attendance
work
large
Lodge of Free
was accomplished. Mis
il!i.i:.i Vaughan.
] Masons at East Dixmont for more than
wili entertain the .-\sd next hr.day
Jr.,
hO years and had been Master for 8
years
|
and a large attendence is ag in e
He was highly esteemed in the
I
fraternity
MRS. LlDIA M. KAV
J as well as in the entire community and
will be greatly missed.
His funeral was
from the Christian Church at East DixMrs. Lydia M. Ray died Wednesday..
; Nov. ICth, at her ho:n; <n ii.n-.-x, eged 82
mont Sunday, Nov. 13th.
'ihe Masons
on

acute

church and also a1
Special music was rendered
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. L. C. by request
by Joseph Garland of Bangor,
Ross at the “Waquoit” Nov. 18th. There
Rev. Frank S. DollifI of Jackson was
t he
was a good
attendance and a number of
aprons were made, after which refresh- officiating clergyman.
ments of sandwiches, coffee, and cake
served. All the guests had a very
pleasant time. The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Alice Mahoney.

;

Wm. A. Centner cf

H. H. L>. SMITH

The shallow wells are nearly all filling
in
up, but the deep wells have no water

$25,000

|

mikthport

ville.

amount next Year over

slap-stick comedy.

the recent memorial to the unknown 1
Wednesday of Mrs. Vene Sanborn, Mit
dead at Arlington was impressing and he chell street.
!
also expressed his faith in the outcome of
Mrs. Frank Peirce and daughter Leota,
the peace conference,
paying glowing recently returned from a short visit with
tributes to President Harding and Secrefriends in Camden.
tary Hughes. It was a service that would j
Mrs. Horace E. Nickerson, Swan Lake
make the week one of genuine thanksis spending a few weeks w»tb
Avenue,
j
if
his
giving
listeners retained the Christian spirit that actuated it from lirst to friends in Dixmont.
Byron A. Hart has recently had a telelast. The children at the Girls’ Home
phone installed at his residence on Searswere present in a body
and

front seats, winning commendation of
! Mr. Vaughan for Jheir excellent behavior
A sum of $25.44 was taken for the Home.
than ever before.
Between Greenville
Rev. Robert M. L. Holt, who preached as
and Mouson they had to shovel out a path
a candidate for the
Federated Church in
for their car and the day they arrived
the morning and presented a fine sermon
home they left Grant Farm at 7 o’clock in
on
Thanksgiving, sent his regrets at not
the morning and did not arrive here until
being able to be present as he leit on the
7 that night.
boat that afternoon.

purchased

People.

son

hunting trip in the vicinity oT Chesuncook, each bringing a deer. They had an
interesting trip, but rather a hard one for
the ground was covered with two feet of
snow.
They came out on the last boat; if
having been taken off two weeks earliet

Apple pacKers recently packed Robertson’s, Barden’s and White’s apples.

to those who Joined

a

j

Cecil Clay, Ben H. Mudgett, Arthur L.
Titcomb, of Belfast and Arthur R. Pilley
of Brooks, have returned from a ten days’

and Mrs. Charles Riley and son
George have moved to Bangor.

as

days, 104 and 97.

threatened with pneumon.a.

of Montville, Mrs. Lyman Smith and
Everett of East Orrington.

Mr.

them

picture

The irresistible Polly is seen in the role
of a cabaret entertainer in an elaborate
cafe setting. At the head of a corps of
dancers and as conductor of the orchestra
she adds a comedy note to this phase ot
the story that surpasses her past record
for laugh provoking.
Polly Moran is known to hosts of theatre,
goers as “Sheriff Nell’’ of Keystone fame,
and as one of the most versatile comediennes of the screen.
Miss Moran appears
in association with Wallace Reid, Gloria
Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Bebe Daniels,
Wanda Hawley, Monte Blue, Theodore
Roberts and Agnes Ayers. Others in the
all-star cast are Theodore Kosloff, Raymond Hatton, and Julia Faye.

7ih, annual supper and sale of the
Ladies’ Sewing Circle in the vestry. Attendance at Sunday school last two Sun-

Mr. and Mrs. John Berry of Morrill, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Berry and George Lowell

Mr. David Wingate had the good luck
to shoot a fine deer recently.

Mr.

Polly Moran has an important role in
Cecil B. DeMille’s new Paramount production based upon Arthur Schnitzler’s
play, “The Affairs of Anatol,’’ which will
be shown at the Colonial theatre soon.
No, the famous comedienne has not deserted comedy. Neither is the DeMille

Dec.

teacher in the

AFFAIRS

j

Mrs. Caroline Dow is not in her usual

cars

POLLY MORAN IN “THE
OF ANATOL

lhe union Thanksgiving services at
the
Howes left Wednesday for
Universalist church Sunday evening were
Mrs.
in
to
Howes
join
Mass.,
Campello,
most impressive and
practically every
spending Thanksgiving with their daugh- j
seat was filled. There were many
young
ter, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman and family.
people present. The church was bright
Miss Hannah O’Mahoney arrived re- aud
cheery with decorations of green and
cently from Macroon, County Cork, Ire- red,
principally pine sprays and American
land, and is the guest of her brother, holly. 1 wo handsome
large flags were
Rev. Fr. Timothy J. O’Mahoney at the
draped each side of .the pulpit and a small
St. Francis parsonage.
graceful silk flag adorned the pulpit ApMrs. Phoebe D.
Crawford returned propriate music was furnished
by Miss
: Monday night from a visit with her broKatherine E. Brier, Mrs. Basil R.
Allen,
ther, Edward H. Dunbar of Plymouth, Harold S. McKeen and Eari L. Talbot,
Mass. Later Mr. Dunbar plans to locate with Mrs. Thomas E.
Bowker, organist,
in Belfast, his former home.
Rev. William Vaughan, the
pastor, pre- j
Rev. Charles W'". Martin of the
Miss Inez L. Barker, R. N., has return- sided.
i
ed from a case in Islesboro and is spending Methodist church read appropriate selecV
tions of the Scriptures and Rev.
a few days in North Searsmont with relaGeorge
a
child
to
“Help
happy health.
tives before leaving Monday to spend the C. Sauer of the Baptist church offered an
Help a heart to heal.
winter in New York Cits’ with the family impressive prayer. Mr. Vaughan took
Spend a bit from ail your wealth,
his text from the one hundredth Psalm
of J. J. Walker of Liberty.
Buy a Christmas sea!’’’
Mrs. Mary Berry of Providence, R. I, and his address was most helpful and
Buy a hundred!—Kennebec Journal.
optimistic. He also advised his audience j
and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Haskell of Uu
Buy two hundred if you can!—Belfas
to avoid pessimistic thoughts and take !
ion arrived last week, called by the sudJournal.
den death of William A. Mason. Mr account of the things they had to be :
Haskell was a
life-long and valued thankful for—home comforts, friends, the j
EAST BtLFAST.
frieud. Others corning to attend the influence of good schools, the world confuneral were Richard Berry of Pittsfie.d, ference for peace, etc. His reference 10
Mrs. Asa T. Condon was the gues

good health.

Arthur Ellis is loading two
Waldo Station with lumber.

a

Miss Sadie Cummings; Northport, Mrs
Isaac Hills; West Northport, Mrs. Mason
Stevens; Freedom, Mrs. Edith Will ams
Small
A nuu ber of other towns will
undertake the ‘oil call as the going becomes better—for, while
the date has
been set for Nov. 11 to 24, plenty of time
will be allowed for all to make a Complete
canvass of theii localities.

James H.

_

Thanksgiving

more

was

SWANV1LLE CENTER

Will be Distributed December 8 among 238
Our Club for 1922 begins to form
The Week of December 17.

Happier, Merrier,

in Bangor,

Mrs. Sarah F. Knight,

_

$8,500

Let’s make the

week’s visit

Grammar Grade, has been confined to her
home the past week with illness. She

tomb in Grove Cemeterv.

Last December, for they know that on Dec. 8 they
will receive a Check for $25.00, $50.00 or $100.00
they haven’t missed.

Relations

were

j Messrs. Wm. H. and V. L. Hall, James
The
! C. Durham and Ralph L. Cooper.
J remains were placed in the receiving

OUR CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB

Friendly

suc-

cessful business in dealing in hardware.
At the death of Ruel W Rogers a few

THANKSGIVING DAY
a

a

director of the Waldo

CouDty Hospital, a member of Phoenix
Lodge, F. & A. M., and of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., and of Seaside Grange. In
1916, on account of ill health, he retired
from the firm of Mason & Hall, the latter

to do his part in the home before going
to school. On this first topic Dr. Forbush advised High schools to also accom-

Will be

A nation wide Red Cross
membership
enrollment is now being taken. In Belfast the enrollment is in
charge of an
energetic comm ttee of ladies and is
meeting with generous response, considerable hard work however remains yet
to be done, in order to reach the
splendid
mark of last year. Rev. Geoge C.
Sauer,
county enrollment chairman, has been
visiting a numbe' of the towns the past
few weeks in preparation for the annua:
roll call, and work is now
being actively
pushed by leaders in many localities.
Burnham, Mrs. Harry Kennev; Prospect,
Miss Harriet Blanchard;
Mist

Mrs. George E. Morgan left Friday for
The First Baptist church. Rev.
Portland to spend a few weeks with her tieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
son, R. K. Morgan.
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath serMiss Helen Keech is the guest over vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bibie school at
ill health for several years with high blood
Thanksgiving of her sister, Mrs. Walt r 1-2; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
pressure and the enlargement of the heart,
devotional service Thursday, 7:30.
in Skowhegan.
but recently had been improving and the Rowell,
Mrs.
Nellie F. Ryder has returnded to
evening before his death was in the best
Methodist Church. People’s Meth'■
of spirits. He attended a meeting of the Brooks after spending the summer with odist
Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin, ^
directors of the Waldo County Hospital her daughter, Mrs. H. C. Buzzell.
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleand was also at his office in the ArmoryWillard Jenoys, a student at Tufts phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
building and about town. He called his | Dental College, is the guest of his par- at 10.45. Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
sister telling her he was ill, but died be- ! entfe, Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Jennys.
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
fore.his phys cian could reach him. He
Miss Georgia Blake of Morrill was a re- Thursday, evening at 7.30.
was born in Montville, Jan. 19, 1867, the cent
guest of Mrs. Frank A. Cushrnan
The Sabbath morning message will be
son of W ard and Harriet (Berry) Mason,
while on her way to take a case in Islesfrom Acts 4:13 on "The Thrilling Exand came to Belfast 27 years ago. Born boro.
perience of Power." In the evening: Oldon a farm and with the qualifications of a
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm D. Billington of
fashioned Evangelism, Is it Out of Date?”
successful farmer he never cared for it
Portland are spending Thanksgiving with
An earnest wide-awake service for saints
and early developed an instinct for trade
the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
and sinners, for the hopeful and the diswhich he followed as long as he was able.
Brown.
In 1885 he entered the Castine Normal
couraged, with singing the people enjoy
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gilmore returned so
school with his sister, Miss Loula A. Mawell, in which they themselves can
to their home in Chelsea, Mass., last
join.
Six months beson, who survives him.
after visits with relatives and
fore his graduation his father died and he Tuesday
Engagements for the week: Monday
! was compelled to leave the school. In all friends in this city.
evening, the Boy Rangers take the Boy
Mrs. Sarah Ward Fogherty of Roxbury, Scouts examination at 13 Cedar street.
i their life it was the only separation of
i this brother and sister when she con- Mass., formerly of this city, was called Tuesday evening, in the vestry, the social
! tinued and graduated. Shortly after here last week by the death of her sister, of the older boys and girls. Wednesday
Mrs. Catherine Ward O’Leary.
afternoon, meeting of the Ladies’ Sewing
| coming to Belfast he clerked in the KaMrs. Ansel M. Lothrop has returned Circle with Mrs. Earl Talbot, Union street.
lish
and
later
was street
clothing
store,
|
I commissioner. He had served the city from a few weeks’ visit with her sisters, Thursday, Thanxsgiving service in the
Mrs. E. M. Worthen and Mrs. DeWitt vestry at 7.30. People of other churches
d£> UVCISCC1 U1 LUC yuui tJUU tu LUC LI LUC Ul
invited. “Looking on the Bright Side.”
his death he was chairman of the Board Brewster of Lexington, Mass.

j

daughter, Mrs. Herbert Paul, in Waldo.
modate their sessions to the boys who
throujh
| She was a charter member of Rising Sun have learned the lesson of
working while
Grange, Knox, and since that time has
Cambrid^i
always been a Patron. She is survived attending school. He was forceful in his
remarks about allowing boys money when
by her daughter, Ruth L
Paul, four
The annual
IE FED CROSS Drive.
Verna they asked for it especially from habit
grandchildren,
Ashley,
Stanley,
for membership feejs and other
and merely to v/aste it. He recommendto the Fed Cross the rliist week was and Owen Paul, on whom she lavished
ed the use of the budget system, thus
successful under the following cap- the devotion of her last years; also one
Northport avenue, Mbs. Ben Haz- sister, Mrs-I. A. Sanborn, and one broth- teaching the boys the worth and care of
tine
the shore front, Miss Anne M.
Under liberty he said the golden
money.
er, John D. Mixer. Funeral services were
redge; Bay View street, Mrs. Edgar
rule too often was “parents obey your
I
Nov.
held
at
her
late
home
17,
hursday,
Mrs.
E.
M.
Hall;
ilarding; Union,
1
children.” Fathers were not magistrates,
gh, Miss Maud E. Mathews; Church, with Rev. William Vaughan officiating.
J. R. Dunton; Court,'Miss Sue M.
Silver Harvest Grange, of which she was but chums. Boys should be measured by
i'jrtri Ige; Cedar, Mrs Adalbert Millett;
The bear- the girth of their ambitions and should
a member, attended ih a body.
tgress, Miss Grace H. FUJI; Miller beNathaniel
Freeman
Cross, develop a liking for some particular vocaCross,
i Congress, Mrs H. S. Morey; the ers,
ness
section, Mrs. Ha ry W. Clark; Herbert Smith and Herbert Wentworth, tion. His entire talk was convincing and
; per Main, Miss Ella M. F ilsom; Waldo
The floral not merely theoretical.
were members of that i^rder.
avenue, Miss Charlotte M Tibbetts; upMemorial Hall was crowded at the
offerings were many and beautiful.
street
Rackli
Mrs.
Fred
High
fligh,
f;
evening session, when a pleasant and
■Pension, Miss Louise A. Lynn; Bridge,
Catherine w clear y
mrs.
Mrs Charles M. Craig; River avenue and
really surprising feature was the singing
I’eirce street, Mrs. Ephraim Thompson;
Catherine Ward, widow of the late by the High school pupils under the dibust Belfast, Miss Charlotte M. Staples;
rection of Prof. Melville Chase, their
itypmnt, Mrs. Etta O. Clay; Head of Thomas O’Leary, died Friday at her home
new music teacher.
The secret of it was
File, Mrs. Willis S. Hatch i
on Mill Avenue after a long illness when
found in answer to a question addressed
and
attention
care
was
every
she
given
a
I >seph A. Pendleton
Candidate for the
to one of the boys, when he answered
by her family, to whom she had always
Legislature.
we like to sing for Mr. Chase.”
been a devoted mother. She was born in “Yes,
of Pat- State Supt. Augustus O. Thomas gave a
Joseph A. Pendleton of'Islesboro has Ireland 77 years ago, the daughter
announced that he will be a candidate in rick and Bridget (Kane) Ward, but came general and facetious address. He spoke
primaries next June for representative to this country with them when a child of helping the child to do the desirable
in the State Legislature of
lass towns of
here about 60 years. Three thing in life; gave statistics on Maine
1 rankfort, Islesboro, Prospect, Stockton and had lived
schools and pupils. He also took occasion
and
a daughter survive her, Thomas
sons
and
Springs
Winterport ore the Republito remark that “Belfast,has some of the
and
William
of
can ticket.
John
Mr. Pendleton
favorof Oakland, Calif.,
jis very
ably known in this section! of the State, Belfast and Mrs. Julia Hogan of Belfast. brightest pupils and ‘bummist’ buildings
and particularly in his legislative class,
of Roxbury, in Maine.” fie gave Belfast’s representlie was born in Islesboro and has always A sister, Mis. Sarah Fogarty
ative to the Legislature H. C. Buzzell the
was
funeral
The
ved there. He was in business at Dark Mass., also survives.
Harbor for more than 21 years, but sold held at the St. Francis church Monday at credit of standing back of every good
Pis interest in the firm a short time ago.
measure of education before that
body.
10 a. m. with Rev. Fr. T. J, O’Mahoney
Mr. Pendleton is an Odd Fellow, a past
interment was in Grove
master of Island Lodge, F. & A. M., a officiating. The
knight Templar and a Shriner.
I Cemetery.

Red Cross Roll
Call.

There will be a preaching service at
Wood’s schoolhouse, West Northport,

home.

four owners of Hayford block and in
recent years a very close friendship h3d
parts: 1st, too much time allowed the resulted from this business association.
boy; 2nd, too much money; 3rd, too much ! Once a friend always a friend with Mr
liberty. The boy of today is allowed to 1 Mason and he was a genuine believer in
be in bed mornings when he should be up the brotherhood of man. His going is a
discourse

in Augusta Satur-

! Waldo County

CHURCHES

William Ayer Mason died very suddenly
about five a. m. Thursday morning at his
home on Waldo avenue. He had been in

bush is worth his weight in gold on this
particular branch of work, for he knows
and loves boys.
He spoke more particu-

His

was

THE

Mr. L. M. Bryant is in the Tapley Hos- next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
pital for surgical treatment.
Rev. Winfield S. Randall, a pastor of a
Miss Maud E. Mathews returned Saturvery successful community church, will
day from a short visit in Portland.
be a candidate at the Belfast Federated
Mrs. Charles S. Bickford returned FriChurch next Sunday.
day from a few days’ visit in Bangor.
Herbert H. Stevens has returned from
The Universalist Church will hold
a business trip to Boston and
vicinity.
preaching services next Sunday morning
Donald D. Whitman has returned from at 10.45 with sermon by Rev. William

WILLIAM a. mason

One of the best of addresses was delivered by Dr. Vv'illihm byrou Forbusb of
Media, Penn., on an all-important subject—“The Heart of a Boy.” Dr. For-

larly from the view point of the home
and has had experience to draw from as
he has had three boys in his home circle.
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L. E. Thornton
day on business.
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“Fruit-a-tives”

■“The innet side of every cloud
Is bright aqd shining,
I therefore turn my clouds about
And always wtartbem inside out
To show the lining.”

the

medy to help me.
the Kidneys, made my bowels move
regularly and freed me of all the
distress”.

MOSES MURPHY.

These "Fruit Laxo Tablets” will always
cure such troubles”.

OUR FOREIGN LOANS.

Nearly forty

only reThey strengthened
was

cent of this debt
■was incurred to enable Us to loan our
per

$9,466,283,171, in cash. There are
comparatively few people who are informed concerning the present status of

County Agent,

loans,

or

what

security,

if any, we

THE BRITISH TARIFF LAWS

j
!

have for their payment.
These loans are evidenced in the Treasury by certificates cif indebtedness all

payable

demand,

on

-for value
pay

ijear

anji

rate ot five percent
ng form: “The

interest at the
in the follow-

to the United Sta tes of

America,

or

rate

of five per

cent per annum.
andjthe interest there-

Such principal sum
on will be paid in gold

*oin

of the United

.States of America of the present standard of weight and firmness, at the Sub- 1
treasury of the United States in New
York or at the Treasury of the United
States ic Washington.” To the above is
ridded this statement: “This certificate
will be converted by the Government of
---, if requested by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States
•if America, at par, with an adjustment
•of

interest,

into

an

equal

amount of

are

now

Elliott Dexter
Monte Blue
Theodore Roberts
Theodore Kosloff
Raymond Hatton.

■onvertibie gold

bonds of the Government of-. Stipulated rates

of indebtedness by our government was,
:n
effect if not in fact, a tacit agree-

For a few years

has

Scene

about four

have

years

“Safeguarding Industries” as a houseShe found that Japan, Germakeeper.
Austria, and several other countries,
under their conditions of labor and living
were not only sweeping British competition out of the markets of the world but
were doing an extensive business in England right under the nose of the British
Lion. She promptly put a protective
tariff on foreign manufactures which
competed with her own and said she was
“safeguarding her industries,” which
The paswas a plain statement of fact.
the Safeguarding of Industries
sage of
Act a few weeks ago marked Britain’s
return to the protective policy and placed
a tariff duty of “one-third the value of
the goods” on more than 6,000 articles of
ny.

consigned from and grown,

have been

this concession the above members of the
United Kingdom are to have what are

was

iate

loaned to the allies whose immedneeds were imperative.

financial

American valor
saved

and

American

Belgium, France, Italy

money-

and Eng-

land from German dominion and extor-

Owing to the
necessity these loans

tion.

manner at

of

pressure

war

made in a
variance from the normal and
were

usual requirements of business.
Nevertheless, these loans which we made

world has ever

tries

and

high

as

States
to

some

total

indebtedness to

us

for many years.

They can, however, do as they agreed
and give us bonds instead of script and
ve believe they can pay the interest on
the

bonds

as it falls due.

These bonds

before and has

em-

can

of these duties are

prohibitive.

to be
have

no

so

The United

reasonable objections

this policy on the part of any nation.
But what are we going to do for our-

selves?

A

hastily, informally and lavishly, are debts
for
of honor and should now be refunded into Confess
bonds duly and legally authorized by the
law making bodies of each debtor nation.
No one of them can be expected to pay its

seen

powered a commission to strengthen and
build it higher.
Increases in tariff duties have recently
been made in many other foreign coun-

tariff
seme

bill has been before
time and

a

Their vision is

fixed

presidential campaign.

■—

An

commission which has been
a

dream

This is not
should

since it

ever

see

a

was

as

a
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uio

nuuu

wai
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■c apitalists "have invested millions of dollars in the bonds of these governments
which are most heavily indebted to the
Government of the United States. Kingdom of Italy bonds, due in 1923 are quoted in our stock market report at 91, bonds
of the French Republic due in 1945, at
par, Belgium bonds due in 1945 at about
3ar and bonds of the United Kingdom

due in 1929 at 95. There is no hint of inOn the
solvency in these quotations.
contrary they show that the credit of the
above nations is nearly on a par with our
Not one of these has ever repudiated its financial obligations. We do

own.

not believe any one of them intends to
sacrifice its national honor now. A bill
now before Congress t.o authorize the
:s
Secretary of the Treasury to negotiate
for the refunding of these foreign debts
into bonds.

Action

on

this bill has been

deferred, pending the outcome of

the

armament conference. There has been
suggestions that all war loans should be

time when our young men
our old men dream

gunc

tuiu

maiuij.

vv c die

uviug

which will not allow this country to bethe dumping ground of the rest or

come

mes-

a

bank

tired, aching muscles, sprains and
strains, stiff joints, and lame backs.
Ask
For forty years pain’s enemy.
your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

SloarfS
Liniment fep

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

COLD MEDAL
The national remedy of Holland for over
years; it is an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on evoiy tax
end accept no imitation

200

the world.
The clerical force in the War Department in Washington has been reduced 28
Other
per cent since the war closed.

departments there have also made great
reduction in the number of employes.
On the day when the armistice was signed there were 917,000 people employed
under civil service rules by the national
government in the United States. On
the first day of last August the number
had been reduced to 597,000, a decrease
of 320,000 and a resultant saving of about
hundred million dollars a
year.
Those who are employed under civil serv ice ruleB are but a fraction of those who

four

an
a

and torture of rheurelieved
matism can be
of Sloan’s
an
Liniment. It brings warmth, ease and
comfort and lets you sleep soundly.
Always have a bottle handy and
apply when you feel the first twinge.
It penetrates without rubbing.
It's splendid to take the pain out of

iu

members of Congress should unite in an
endeavor to enact a protective tariff law

injunction against certain

had,

as

the company

men

whe

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
Plain

Sewing and Mend-

ing at
24 Union Street.

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

alleged, interfere!

with the free access of employes to itt
with $1,600. Later in the day one of the mills by intimidation or otherwise. Jus.
men was captured and within 48 hours of
tice Morrill, of the Supreme Court, afte:
the robbery he had been tried, convicted a hearing of the case granted the
injunc
.and was on his way to prison. This hap- tion and said:
State
has
that
ard
pened in New Jersey
‘It is clear that the conditions create*
set (a commendable example which should by the former employea of the plaintii
and their sympathizers warrant and re
S»e followed'everywhere.

originality

and

beauty

of

Birds Are Raised

design.

decorative scheme of any home.

Why
mas

not make your

delivery?

selection,
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perfectly

now, for

Christ-
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CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
at any of

32 stores.
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DID PAIN DISTURB
YOUR SLEEP?
pain
quickly
THE
by
application

the present and should act for the future.
The welfare of American business and of
American workmen is in jeopardy, Politics should give way to patriotism and

unusual

with the

anti-lynching hill

Maine has this year produced more apples and more potatoes than have been

as

visions and

displays are replete with lamps

From a host of colorful patterns, unique
shapes
and) tasteful designs you should be able to obtain
a table or floor
lamp that will harmonize

the Finest

CHICHESTER SJPILUJ

We Handle 40,000.000
Toll Calls Every Year,

------—-W

stuck

obstinately In the manner
drawers. She gave a hard
tug; the wood remained obdurate; she
set her teeth and pulled violently.
ers

A Real

out of business.

created.

cancelled, but these suggestions, almost are on the government pay roll which
if not quite all of them, have been the three years ago carried a list of 7,500,000
propaganda of foreign boards of trade, names. Today the list contains 3,000,American importers and by American 000 names, and of course includes the
private owners of foreign obligations army, the navy, pensioners, postmasters,
which are said to amount to four billion clerks in post offices, letter carriers, and
The persistent propaganda of free delivery men, railway mail clerkB,
dollars.
these interests has encouraged the allies revenue officers and other folks whom we
to hope that cancellation of their war need not mention.
debts to the United States may become
an acknowledged fact.
The International Paper Co. asked foi
Two men held up and robbed
senger who was on his way to

oi

on a

Where Some of

States Court. This bill provides that
participants in lynchings shall be sent to
prison for from five years to life according to the degree of guilt. It also provides that the county in which the crime
occurs must pay $10,000 to the family of
the victim. The enactment of this bill
will not only put an end to frequent
lynchings but will put the Ku Klux Klan

tariff

useless

early Christmas shoppers I

For

has been introduced into Congress which gives jurisdiction in all such cases to the Unittd

the next

on

dreams.
There was a period during the
would be areal asset to the United States,
war and immediately after when a proand should of course be long time bonds
tective tariff was not imperatively needcarrying a rate of interest not exceeding
ed. here or anywhere else.
That period
Sve per cent.
?uu.p

a

for any home.

more

few hard-

We have

rich, attractively beautiful and
or floor lamp makes
most acceptable Christmas gift

the rehabilitation of German industries
and transportation.
1

boiled free traders have been obstructing
its passage by every means in their power.

A

practical table

Maryland,

of
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©. 1921, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
“I don’t see why he didn't write!"
said
Mrs.
Halden
"Of
pettishly.
course I’m glad he's coming home for
Thanksgiving, and all that, but lie
might have given me longer notice.
But that’s just like Bob—always dropping in like a tornado, with no more
than a telegram the day before lie
comes—and how I’m to get his room
ready, I simply don’t see 1 1 have the
dinner to attend to,
and goodness
knows it’s hard to get things these days
without making preparations for another guest.
If he’d only written 1
All he had to do was to sit down a
week ago and write—’’

She read the verses through. Then,
with the blood dyeing her cheeks, she
hastily thrust the paper into the bosom
of her dress.
Bob—Bob loved her!
He hud never spoken, but the verses
spoke for him. And site—she knew it
now—she had loved him ever since lie
had come to the house.
Her heart
sang a paean of thanksgiving that at
last she knew. And he was coming
in on the evening train!

manage the dinner.
and everything.”

I’ll fix his room

Bless your heart, uear, run along
and get It ready. I’m always gald to
see Bob—”
Her speech was cut short
by the abrupt exit of her daughter,
who danced off up the stairs, followed
by her mother’s call. “Be sure and
put out the smoking table! You
know how Bob likes his pipe!”

It is the fastest service.
it saves at least 20
per cent in
cost.
In most

the person you
want will answer; if
not, usually
you can deal satisfactorily with
someone

Let

She attacked the dresser last of all,
Intending to take out of the drawers
any odds and ends that, might he in
them and leave space for shirts, collars and other articles of masculine
apparel.
The big lower drawers were empty,
and Wyond a quick glance in search
of truant dust she did nothing to
them; but one of the small top draw-

“I knew I’d left those foolish verses
behind,” said Bob after a time. “But
I never dreamed you’d find them.”
“It was an accident,” replied Barbara, happily. “But oh, Bob dear, I’m
so glad It happened!”
And Mrs. Halden, coming In to wish
them good-night and a happy Thanksgiving, said, when she had recovered
from her surprise, that she was glad,
too.

1

else there.

us

NEW ENGLAND

TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
E. R.

Spear, Manager.
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Patchwork for Making

QDILTS--SPREADS
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Fiincv RibM Rippelette in Colors
Size about l$xl6 inches, cut
Also regular

uniform,

?9c lb., 2 lh.

packages only.

PATCHWORK
of

Ginghams and Percales,

49c lb.; 2 lb. Packages
lb.
roll
asserted
only postpaid; ?
Gingham remnants.
1-4 to 2 yards long, $$.98. These high grade Ginghams are well assorted so that there is good yardage
of same patterns and are very useful for children’s

dresses,

aprons, etc.
7

yds.

Standard

Percales, $1.00
$1.00

12—10c Hand Towels,
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

HUB PATCHWORK
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to herself.

cases

vantages.

j

even
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tell you about it if
you
not acquainted with its ad-

are

The 7:25 bore to the town a handsome young man who hastened from
the station to Mrs. Halden’s house in
the nearest taxi. He was greeted with

“All right, mother dear—I will!”
And Barbara sped to the little room
under the eaves that bad been sacred
to Bob Holliday since the time, two
years ago, when he had first come
to their town to practice law and had
taken up his residence under Mrs.
Halden’s hospitable roof, which he.
declared
almost
offered
comforts
enough to make him forget thnt he
ever had had any other home.
Since that summer, when he had
saved Mrs. Halden’s little savings and
her home from the clutches of a grasping syndicate of real estate sharks,
he had been like a son to the good
woman.
She had let him do very |
much as he pleased around the house, ;
and had even hinted at ids paying no
board, but Bob had insisted on giving
her what he termed a ridiculously inadequate sum each month.
When success brought him fame and
fortune he hud refused to take up other lodgings, claiming that he enjoyed
the home cooking and the home associations of the little brown house near >
the edge of the town more than he
could ever like the garish splendors ! The Next Moment She Was Sitting on
the Floor.
of a hotel or the loneliness of bachelor apartments.
effusion mingled with reproach by the
For the past two months he had
woman and by
a girl who had
been traveling in the West on a big good
rushed to greet him with a
formerly
railroad case.
His sudden wire, reand outstretched hand, but
ceived the day before Thanksgiving,, glad cry
who now shyly stood bnck and blushed
had been the first apprisal of his reAnd Bob, looking
at his hearty clasp.
turn that Mrs. Halden had had.
keenly at her with his eyes trained to
Now as she busily arranged her
faces and learn the
read human
kitchen in preparation for the manu-;
thoughts beneath the masks, realized
facturlng of a dinner that should sur- that she knew—and grew red and empass all her former efforts In that
barrassed beneath her glance.
line, she blessed the chance that
It was not till after the late supbrought “her boy,” as she called Bob,
per that they had a chance to talk.
home at the holiday season, while she
And the first words that Bob said as
outwardly feigned great Irritation at he sat alone with Barbara in Mrs.
unceremonious
announcement
of
his
Halden’s tiny living room were:
his return.
“How did you know?”
Meanwhile, up in Bob’s room, Bar"I—I—oh, Bob, forgive me I” Barwas
bara
busily
putting
things
bara was almost In tears.
clean
linen
on
the
straight, spreading
His arm around her shoulders asbed, arranging the cover on the dresssured her of his forgiveness.
er, seeing that the smoking table was
And then, with averted eyes, Barsupplied with matches and trays for
Bob’s ever-present pipe, and generally bara repeated a few lines of tha
A few only, for
making things fresh and sweet for the verses she read.
on hers stopped her before
reception of her hero. For Barbara, : Bob’s lips
she had gotten farther than the first
Bob was a good deal-of a hero, though
“I love you.”
she would hardly have confessed It,

sta.j

;

Below were some lines of poetry.
She read them through. They were
not so good, us poems go; in fact,
there were spots where the meter halted and staggered, and the rhymes
were not above criticism; but to the
heart of the girl who read them, they
were more beautiful than any words
of the greatest singers of all time.
For there in written words was expressed rhe love of a man for a maid—
the love of Bob, her hero, for her—
for herself, Barbara Halden!

“Now, mother, don’t get all worried," pretty Barbara Halden slipped
an
arm around her mother’s ample
“I know you’ve a thousand
waist.
things to do, and Boll's coming mal es
it harder—but you just go ahead ’and

cent are on a

tion-to-station basis.

With a little laugh and a shrug at
her awkwardness she rose and stooped
to gather up the papers.
As she
picked up one scrap, larger than the
others, she happened to glance at it,
and something that was written on the
top gripped her attention. With the
blood dyeing her cheeks, she read:
“To Barbara.”

\yy

j

Over 80 per

some

The next moment she was sitting on
the floor with the recalcitrant drawer
upside down in her lap and a lot of
odd-looking papers scattered about.

jkanks^iviig
Frederick Hart

the satisfaction of the commissioners to

elapsed since these certificates were ac“preferential tariff laws”
cepted by us. The vast sums of money known as
the British Emloaned was put into the United States which admit products of
Treasury by the people. We had succes- pire at a rate far below that collected
Great
sive patriotic drives and thousands of from other nations of the earth.
Britain has thus "safeguarded her indusmen and women borrowed money to loan
to ‘.he government and before it had time tries by the erectic n of a solid protective
tariff wall stronger and higher than the
to hit the bottom of tiie treasury vaults
it

i

Agnes Ayrex

Polly Moran
Julia Fayo

Gobbler Farm in

has

produced or manufactured in the British
Empiie.” In other words, Canada, Aus- grown in ail the rest of New England.
alia, the Union of Soui-h Africa and
other members of the Empire are to have
the Treasury began negotiations for re
with England.
In return for
funding in 1919 and continued them in free trade
now

Q CpCUXUnOUntQ>i&sire

\

shows that the work of the company is
exclusively the turning out of machinery
and appliances which are necessary for

divorced free trade and has

now

that the payment of the interest
accrued should be deferred until the debt
should be refunded. Our Secretary of

and

star, cast

Bobe Daniel/*
Wanda Hawley

laborers than in pre-war times and are

ment

£920
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with an all

LAMPS

Gloria Swanson
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our

The United States owns a great many
pieces of real estate for which it has no
further use. Among these holdings are
The valuation the now useless oldfashioned forts. There
of interest to be paid on these bonds are British
manufacture.
also specified. Each certificate is signed duty is higher than any ever placed on are also
target ranges, wharves, batteries
oy somebody whose name is followed similar articles of the United States.
and reservations which we do not need.
•with these words “For the Government The British act went even further than All such
pieces of property are to be sold
-■” There is nothing to that and established a commission which
except those forts and other sites which
show that the signer had any legal au- was given unlimited power to safeguard are of historic interest. In the list of
thority to thus bind his country to pay or industries, not mentioned in the Act, by fort sites in Maine which are to be sold
The we notice Forts
placing them on the dutiable list.
refund any of these certificates.
Knox, Popham, Gorges,
uu uuiy oiidu
luiiuci piuviucs luai.
it will be noticed that acceptance of /YCL
Machias, Edgecombe, Baldwin, Madison
on goods which are shown to
and McClary.
che refunding clause in these certificates be charged
par

DECORATIVE

/

Giving Them the “Once-Over”

very useful

employing 18,000

V

PRESENTS

LASK./

a

terests and her trade.

j

a

L

widespread belief that Great turning out an immense
quantity of variBritain is and alwayB has been a free- ious
products. Especial mention is made
For
mistake.
This
is
a
nation.
trade
of the daily output of one locomotive
nearly 500 years prior to 1846 Great and a train of
eight freight cars. The
Britain had tariff laws protecting her inlist of other things made by the company
There is

Government
received,

assigns, the sum of-on dernand, with interest from date thereof at
•he

many

after that date she flirted with free trade
---; and after the flirtation had been carried
promises to1 on for several years she espoused it. She

are

Donahue,

Jtsse

PRODUCTION

Our national Department of Commerce
reports that the big Krupp works of Ger-

Limited, OGDEMSBL'RG, N.Y.

allieB

these

J
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was

Mr. N. S.

demonstrated that he is
official.

50c a bo<x, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

$24,000,000,-

\

appointed
in 1911.
Two years later about one hundred agents were at work in widely separated localities. In most instances the
work of the pioneer county agents was
not endorsed with the slightest enthusiasm, and often it was ridiculed. There
are now about 1200 of these agents at
work in the agricultural counties of the
Northern and Western States, and their
work, especially during the last two or
three years, has been helpful and practical. We are glad to state that the Waldo

"For years, I suffered with Kidney
and Liver Complaint; my back ached;
whole
my liver was sluggish; and my
system ’seemed out of order.

QUOTATION

000.

The first County Agent

Vermont.

Moumows,

Christmas Suggests
Wallace Reid

Everything Bight

j

Our national debt is about

tection against unlawful conspiracy and
violence in its efforts to conduct ita lawful business, and its employees are entitled to like protection in the exercise of
their lawful calling. Conducting themlelves in a peaceable manner, they should
be free to go about the streets of these
communities without molestation or fear
of violence.”

Until “Fruit-a-tives” Made

Editor.

•one

insertion.

juire the action of thia court, and the
issuance of the extraordinary writ of injunction. The plaintiff ia entitled to pro-

WEST

MEDFORD,

HALL &

CO.?

MASS.

COLE, INC

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
Almost 75 years in the same location in
Established 1848.
COMMISSION
FRUIT

AND

Boston’s big market

MERCHANTS
PRODUCE

Apples Our specialty

Prompt

and efficient service.

Stencils furnished on application. References.
13t42
Any commercial agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston,

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High

Street.

lei. 320

WANTED
POSITION BY PRACTICAL NURSE to
for an invalid. Address
MRS. F. S. WIGHT,
23 Tilson, Avenue,
Rockland, Maine.
3w46*

care

One Glenwood Parlor Heater, largest
lize.
One Kitchen Range, with shelf ;<
Lank.
Both stoves largest size; good as new
See
ess than one half cost price.
GEO. M. GRAY.
46tf
Me.
Belfast,
Colonial House, High St,

Subscribe today for The

Republican Journal

m. bean.

HOLLY

published

last week

|

short sketch

a

M. Bean. The Camsrd to Holly
aid gives the following additional

PRODUCE

^'

Tenant’s Harbor

to

,,

build

to

a

work

rr

a

new

that vessel.

on

shipbuilding there with
I.ong, launching nine vessels

^

ginning

that made him

career

a

he most

successful

pbuilders

and

Lied to Camden in 1873 and in
with Isaac Coombs built

A silence croons where summer
sang

bark

a

kentine in the yard on Atlantic
In 1875 Mr. Bean bought the
;wards known as the “Bean

;
(

here he afterwards launched

and

c

A noiseless bee

concerned

alights

but bud and bloom

are

brig,

in building

sec-

Some of

$2,500,000.

■and most notable vessels built
bean, and their gross tonnage,
John R.

e

Prescott,

and
issued on Jan. 1, 1795, and set
apart
the following Feb. 19 as a
day for
thanksgiving and prayer.
Any one who desires to see all the

DAY FOR THANKS

Thanksgiving proclamations

issued by
Presidents of the United States will
find them preserved in red leather
volumes in the State department.
Some years ago, ohserves a writer
of national reputation. I had the rare
pleasure of having an official of the
Stnte department show to me the
issued
relative
proclamations
to
Thanksgiving day.
They are all
handsomely bound in red leather
keepers, and it was gratifying to see
with what care these documents were
kept. Even the one issued by President George Washington was there in
all its glory. Rut It was not concern-

Presidential

Proclamations Are
Prepared With Care.

tons; Arthur Seitz, 2207 tons;
Henry, 2421 tons; Margaret

m

-114 tons; S. J. Goucher, 2547
Helen J
Seitz, 2547 tons.
■V: re all five-masters
except the
ft

vhich

jtt

-it

a

:iat

six-master.

Mr.

three-master,

the

master and

ve

,-

was

the second

yard, with

first six-

the

launched,

were ever

one

or

more

and his

towering

the stocks nearly all of the
for many years one of the
mes of the town, as well as a
those days, of much of the
n

was

k.

rosperity.

;

:

State

Department Specialist Draws
Them Up Before They Are Submitted for Presidential Signature.

It is a mistake to suppose that the
annual
Thanksgiving proclamation
of
tlie
President
of
the
United
Slates Is always written or dictated by
the President. As a matter of fact,
about all the President has to do with

o^t&JL 'UvuXLd

,

Bean sold his yard and retired
live business in 1907, but was

always much interested
f all kinds, particularly in the

,ean was

1

horses,

at

and

horse-flesh.

iso

Through his ef-

fond of baseball and other
and attended the games as

was

physically

able.

He

was

exceptionally line physique, and
ature well equipped mentally to

■

a success, in the
way he
rudder of ships.
an first married Miss Emeline
siness

■

\V(\fcA

L.

[

ur=

Marian Shu-

gilt of Camden, who died

|

Saturday

e

held from his late

was

2

at

o’clock p.

m.

conducted by Rev. H. !•
he Congregational church, and
me funeral ceremony was pery Amity Lodge, of which the
was for many years a member.
were

I

1IRR1NG THINGS UP.

i’

uie is four years of age. She faces
*
fearlessly, looks it squarely in
and if it doesn’t track exactly to
she tells it things. Her mamma
away the other day and left
III the care of her
grandma, and
lash of wills Gertrude had been
a room to remain
for a specified
lime.
“If you stir out of that
lore I tell you you may,’’ caution:ma severly, "1 am going to spank
'ertrude stood with arms akimbo
rnent and then retorted in a tone
y: “Well! When you spank me
iind that business is certainly bepiek up m this neighborhood.”
'ter

time table ot the

R. R. is

as

.Lv.
i''omt...
uis..

a

n

ook

im

Junction....Ar.

12 46
1 02
1 17
1 30

14

29
36
45
57
05

1 40

1 52
2 00

HUMPHREYS*

"ITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
Piles or
Hemorrhoids,
nnl or Internal, Blind or

Itching

Burning.
application brings relief,
at all druggists
“u’i

11

ng,

or

free Sample of Ointment to

mphrey*' Romeo. Medicine Com pa my
■■::i Street, New York.
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on treatment of
Horses, Cows,
Dogs and other animals, sent
Humphreys' Homeopathic Vetr‘vy Medicines, 156 William St* N. Y*

eep*

^at
!

Heartily

Without Fear.

A. Howes & Co. guarantee Mi-O-Na
'®ach Tablets to promptly relieve after

^ d'ktreaB and

indigestion
N

INDIGESTION
i
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TURKEY

IS AMERICAN.

The turkey is a genuine American
und not what his name would imply.
Who that has spent his youth in a turkey raising community fails to recognize the dignity of the turkey cock
when, with wings loose, he walks
through his domain with his obedient
flocks of followers? If the turkey is

ALL TIRED

or

money

OUT
in

the Same

Plight.
time;

Tired all the
Weary and worn out night and day
Back aches; head aches;
Your kidneys are probably weakened.
You should help them at their work.
Let one who knows tell you how.
Mrs. S. A. Payson, 12 Spring
Belfast, says: “My back has given me
considerable trouble of late and I know
my kidneys were the cause of my trouble.
Most of the time there was a

Street,

kind of pain just

over

my

nagging
kidneys and I

Socony kerosene.

Oil Heaters
26 Broadway

QUININE

FALL SCHEDULE

contributed to the defense and protection of our country—to safety against
dangers from abroad.”
While
George Washington originated the custom of Thanksgiving,
many of his immediate successors did
not follow his example, nnd it was
not until
Abraham Lincoln became
President that the annual Thanksgiving as a November holiday became a
regular institution in the United
States.

not our bird of paradise it is certain
that his presence contributes much toward making a paradise of our homes
on

BELFAST

Leave

Headaches and Colds are a
crime against health and family welfare. Don’t be a slave to winter complaints.
Don’t make yourself useless and endanger
others by allowing Colds to run their course.

Bangor Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 2 p, m., VVinterport 2,45 p. rn.,
Bucksport 3.30 p. m., Belfast 5 p. m for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m. Leave Rockland

Always have Hill’s Cascara Bromide
Tablets handy. For Colds, Headaches and La Grippe they are best by test
—quickest to act and end Colds in 24
hours, La Grippe in 3 days Safe, dependable. No bad after effects. No "head
noises." Convenient and pleasant to take.

Camden 5.45 a. m.. Belfast 7.15 a
I port, Winterport and Bangor.
correction is made with the Met| At Boston
! opolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York via Cape Cod Canal.
j
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

J^EGLECTED

Quinine

Tuesdays. Thursdays

and

mil

(mi

Saturdays at

5 a. m„
m, for Bucks-

The
Restful
Tea

Notice of foreclosure

H. RILL COMPANY, LETROfT

Edgar Rich of Lewiston,
WHEREAS,
in the County of AndroscoggiD, State of

Maine, by her mortg ge deed dated April 1st,
A. L). 1920, a’nd recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds in Book 333, Rage 463. conve, ed to
; James J Clement of Montvilie, in the County
of .Waldo, Slate aforesaid, which mortgage
was afterwarus, on the 7th day of July. A. D.
1921, assigned to me by the said James ,J.
J Clement, which assignment is recorded in said
Registry in Book 297, Page 199, the following
describeu real estate, viz:
“A certain lot or parcel of land, with the
|
buildings thereon, situated in Montvilie and
bounded and described as follows: It being the
i same premises conveyed to Andrew J. Wo*a11 bury by William H. Nash
by his deed dated
Oct. 21, 1905, and recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds, Book 323, Page 78,
It is also the
same premises at; conveyed bo James J. Clement by Emma Woodbury, Bertha W.
Cooper,
isra I K Woodbury and Roland L
Woodbury,
by their warranty dated May 6, 1919.
2
I ‘‘Also another lot or parcel of land situated
j inMontville, in said County, and bounded and
described as follows; Beginning on the southon
accounts.
west side of the highway leading from Mont
vilie Center to Morrill Mills, so called, thence
southwest on land of Rebecca Poland fifty-six
and one-half rods; thence southeast on land of
Everson Howes to s stake and stump, thence
northeast on land of E. Howes and Jam s J.
STATE OF MAINE.
Clement to the highway eighty six rods;
COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.
thence northwest on said highway twenty
I
Taken this first day of November, 1921, on eight rods to the place of beginning, and containing fifteen acres, more or less."
execution dated October 13. 1921. issued on a
And whereas, the conditions of said mortjudgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial gage have
been broken.
Court for the County of Waldo, at the term
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
thereof begun and held on the fourth Tuesday
the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
of September, A. D 1920, to wit, on the seventh
said mortgage.
day of 'October, 1920, in favor of Fannie J,
Dated at Belfast, this 12th day of NovemRobinson of Somerville, County of Middlesex
3w46
ber,
A. D. 1921.
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, against
BERNES O. NORTON.
Ada M. Bowman of Boston, in the County of
Suffolk and Commonwealth.of Massachusetts,
for six hundred and sixty-nine dollars and
seventeen cents, debt or damage, and thirteen
dollars and forty cents, costs of suit, and will
STATE OF MAINE.
be sold at public auction at the office of Dunton 4k Morse, in Belfast, County of Waldo and
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
State of Maine, to the highest bidder, on FriTaken this first, day of November, 1921, on
day, the second day of December, 1921, at ten
o’cl ck in the forenoon, the following describ- execution dated October 18, 1921, issued on a
ed real estate and all the rigbi, title and inter- judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
est which the said Adp M. Bowman has and
Lyourt for the County of Waldo, at the term
had in and to the same on the first day of Sep- thereof Ik gun and held on the fourth Tuesday
tember, A. D. 1920, at eight o’clock and forty- of September, A. D. 1921, to wit, on the sixth
five minutes in the forenoon, the time when day of October, A D. 1921, in favor of The
the same was attached on the writ in tne Inhabitants of Freedom, in the County of
same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of
Waldo and State of Maine, against Delwin W
land with the buildings thereon, situated at Robinson of Willows, in the State of Califor
the corner of Congress and Grove streets in nia, for thirty-seven dollars and seventeen
said Belfast, nounded and described as follows, cents, debt or damage, and eighteen
.dollars
to wit: Bounded northerly by land of Lena P.
and seventy-six cents, costs of suit, and will
Hoyt; easterly by the Duffy lot, so-called, the be sold at public auction at the office of DunBrier lot,)so>ealled, and land of Abigail Thompton and Morse, in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, to the highest bid~
son; southerly by Grove Street; and westerly
1
of
the real es- der, on Friday, the ninth day of December,
by Congress street, consisting
tate conveyed to Henry W. Marrtner
by J, W. 1921, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the followFrederick by deed dated December 16, 1876, ing described real estate and all the right,
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book title and interest which the said Delwin W,
170, Page 467, and the real estate conveyed to, Robinson has] and had in and to the same on
said Ada M. Bowman1 under the name of Ada the thirteenth day of January,
1921, at eleven
Augusta Marriner by Charles W, Frederick o’clock and thirty minutes In the forenoon,
by deed dated June 16,1914, recorded in Waldo the time when the same was attached oil the
writ in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or
Registry of Deeds, Book 272, Page 472.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD, Sheriff.
parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, sit- 1
uated in said Freedom, it being the former j
*
homestead of Abigail Doton, late of said Freedom, deceased, and described as follows, viz:
Bounded on the west by land of C. W. Twitch
ell; on the north by land of said Twitcheil; on
the east by land of David T. Dow; and on the
W.
Shaw
of Winterport,
George
3w46
County of Waldo, State of Maine, by south by land of H. M. Robinson.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD, Sheriff.
hie mortgage deed dated October
11, 1892. and
recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book
236, Page 64, conveyed to John W. Shaw, late
of Boston, Suffol1.- County, State of Massachusetts, a certain parcel of real estate, situate in said Winterport, and bounded and described as follows, viz:—One undivided half One set store doors with glass and
part of a certain parcel of land, with the also one wolf robe with tails
in
buildings, and situated in Winterport, Waldo perfect
owned by the
County. Maine, bounded northerly by the road late J. Y. McClintock.
This
is
a
rare
leading from Ballhiil Cove to
1

|

1

f

er^ O^imjca to b* d^ s^d fo ttvta jwkmmjU I

approve of such a gloomy beginning
for a Thanksgiving message, so he
changed it* to "When we review the
calamities which afflict so many ottier
nations, the present condition of the
United States offers much matter of
consolation and satisfaction.”
Even this sentence was changed,
rewritten, corrected, revised, modified and altered several times by
various members of the cabinet to
whom it was submitted, but it was

use

STANDARD OIL CO OF NEW YORK

(&0S)

j
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J

GULyjuA
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oCr^ifoc.

aamxXLA.

For best results

PERFECTION

(Tablets or Granules)

V

eesslve annual call for a day of re- offering at the same time in their
respective religious assemblies their
joicing and thanksgiving.
The first Thanksgiving proclama- humble adoration of the Great Sovtion ever issued by a President of ereign of the Universe, of confessing
tlie United States was signed by ; 'heir sins and transgressions and of
1
George Washington, and the original strengthening their vows of repentance
document is preserved In the library and amendment. * * * They will be
invited by the same solemn occasion
The first
of tbe State department.
draft of the proclamation started off: to call to mind the distinguished
“In the calamities which afflict so fswors conferred on the American
many of the nationshut Attorney- people—in their security and in the
General Edward Randolph did not victories which have so powerfully

1m

of this extra heat is small,

KmioidS

v

V

Hundreds More in Belfast

SICK STOCK

cost

Berta

^

a*jtA tA*/*

(COMPOUND)

■

Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield, N.
--ALSO MAKERS OF-

At All Druggists—30 Cents

P. M.
12 30
12 35

01

“comfort-point” temperature.

The

STEAMSHIPS
November holiday, as it was observed on Feb. 19, 1795, and dated
January, 1795.
Tin- other Presidents intermittently or occasionally proclaimed the day
of prayer, and I was curious to know
,iusi what engaged the attention of
President James Madison in 1SM3, just
m> years ago, and it has, in part,
these good lines:
“The day be set apart on which all
may have opportunity of voluntarily

ing

helfast-

A. M.
6 45
6 50
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

hke.

to

that seldom fails.

CA5CARA

^ c^vukcWlnv

follows:

as

is

nourishment in a form

Millions of homes use Perfection
Oil Heaters. Ask your dealer
to show you one.

BAN60K LINE

wwxit *narf&v

It is to sign his name to it. The actual
composition of the Thanksgiving proclamation is the work of a specialist in
the State department at Washington.
He endeavors, year after year, to express practically the same sentiments
in an entirely new way. or at least
without repeating verbatim anything
that had been said In previous Thanksgiving proclamations. And. as may he
readily understood, this task Is becoming more difficult with each sue-

Argonaut.

iii

goodness,

and its use enables you to keep
slower fire in the main heating
plant. In many instances the
Perfection will soon pay for itself
by the coal it saves.
a

Banish Headaches;

sev-

ago.

funeral

1

]

4<r

second wife he married Miss
■

winter storms come, a
extra heat is often
needed. On the side where the
wind blows it’s nearly always
drafty and chilly. This winter—
wherever the wind searches—put
a Perfection Oil Heater in its path.
It will keep the whole room up

touch of
WHEN

Golds, LaGrippe

tlu tfjtVJUrX CfrWUfctoce^t&A 'tUuttet.

In addition to his two

ddren, he is survived by five
Iren, Millard B. Long, MrsShuman, Mrs. Kathleen Marsitle E. Beau and Robert h. Bean,

great-grandchild,

^

o| Cwumco-^

Uiitftoftttiil^ w^v^ctv oJtluX

Belfast.
By this marriage he
uildren, Emma, now Mrs. Long,
and Edith L., both deceased,
iert

2 20
62
Oat Meal,
5
8
Onions,
20a21
Oil, kerosene,
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
7
Rye meal,
1 40
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Salt, T. I„ bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,
5

time owned

one

uiden had for several years one
est race-courses in this section.
its

fkdjw

./i ^rodoumaMm

many ways and indirectly iniiimself in shipping and shipaffairs as long as his health

jermit.

RETAIL MARKET

Lime,
Oats,

unsurpassed in purity

2454 tons;

ench Potter, 1993 tons; George
2970 tons; Van Allen’s Bough-

■

% '«

$5,000.00
Perfection Heater Contact

Scott’s Emulsion |

ves-

17 three-masters, 20 four-maste-masters and 1 six-master,
was some

ii* ynr dtaltr 4n> ft*

20
20
1 00
Round Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

is Nature’s first aid to
the body in times of
weakness.

two-masted schooner,

1

*25 00

Lamb,
Mutton,
Potatoes,

T NOURISHMENT'S

broken shard
gone—the year is old
on

in all, all but 19 of which he
r, being probably the largest
Liilt by any one man in this
ngs of his Camden built

PAID PRODUCER

Hay,

cold;

so

Bean built 54 vessels in

was

before.

CURRBNT.

And fodder shocks, like sentinels on
guard.
Stand watchfully through wind and rain and

schooners,
Mr.

30a32
18a32
75
Cracked corn.
75
Corn meal,
75
32
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 75
20
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a35
10 Q0al3 50
Flour,
H. G. seed,
5 00
18
Lard,

The nine gines up the hoarding of the clod
And autumn's golden bowl is
brimming o'er;
A peace is in the air where pine trees
nod;

best

the Atlantic coast.

on

■

Beef, corned,
Butter salt,
Corn,

NOVEMBER

After-

began

c

6
10
45a50
24
35
35
72
35
32

j

RETAIL PRICE

style of
that day, and Mr. Bean did the

masted schooner,

$1 00

butter,

Cheese,
Chicken,
Duck,
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

He first came to
many vessels.
work on a brig
,en to do carpenter
5s of construction by John E.
1869, and in 1870 went with Mr.

PRICE

MARKET

Apples, bush
Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,

early life Mr. Bean was a ship car
contracted to do carpenter
,r and

j.

BELFAST

Corrected Weekly for Tie Journal.

Thanksgiving day.
THANKSGIVING DAY.

Never let day nor night unhallow’d pa®s,
But still remember what the Lord hath
done.
—SHAKESPEARE.

also bad pains in the back of my head. I
felt tired all the time and was very nervous.
One of the family suggested I use
Doan’s Kidney Fills, so I went to Poor &
Sons’ Drug Store for a box. I began
using them and the weren’t long in relieving me of the trouble. I am pleased
to recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to
those in need of a good kidney medicine.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

xManager

Per Cent Interest

Pays

|

j

checking

We have
Ch

ina,

received

recently

which

we are

laces from
follows:

some new

offering

as

Irish Crochet Lace per yard,
Filet Lace per yard,.
Silk Cluny Lace per yard,
Linen Cluny Lace per yard,
SUE M.
AMY L. WILSON.

25c. to $2.00
1.50
50c. to 1.00
20c. to
.75

PARTRIDGE.

SHERIFF’S SALE

For Sale
The De Silver place situated in Prospect Mow Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
River. Inquire of
JOHN R. DENTON or
RALPH I. MORSE,
4w23
Belfast, .V«::h\

FOR RENT
they

condition; formerly

frame,
attached,

Cabbages for Sale.

Tenements

should have

photograph.

your

BANKS' GARAGE

Your friends will appreciats
and cherish just the sort of

pictures

ws

L)r A. M.

make.

M. A. COOK’S STUDIO

11

QjJevseCpllins
(lltlraline

JJ

•U’lwlogmpluc Moimlirm^^

S. C. Pattee, \1. D.,
Masonic

lemple, Room 6,

Residence a: 45

High

street.

Telephone 338-2

40

WANTED
Second

Hand Kitchen

Range

State price firat letter. 5

Box

185,

Lothrop

DENTIST

Main Street, Belfast.

WHEREAS,

FOR SALE

Automcbiie Storage

If you have friends,

Notice of foreclosure

Cole’s Cornereasterly and southerly by land of Reuben Rich; specimen of the old-time robes. Also
room and garage to
and westerly by land of Nelson J.
rent, 36 Spring
Colson; storage
which premises were deeded to the Baid George street Apply to
W. Shaw, Sept. 17,1886, by Louise Shaw by
2w46
M. R. KNOWLTON.
deed recorded in said Waldo Registry. Book
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s 216, Page 118.
And whereas the condition of said
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Paymortgage
son
had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., has been broken, now I, the undersigned, duly
administratrix of the estate of the
appointed
N.
Y.
Buffalo,
said John W. Shaw, by reason of tbe breach
of the conditiou thereof, elaim a foreclosure
The finest cabbages you ever saw for
Now is the time to
8w46
table use and sauerkraut Delivered in
your of the said mortgage.
November 14.1821.
the
city in lote of 100 pounds or more.
Christmas
GEORGIE E. SHAW, Administratrixtf44
A. B. STANTIAL.

begin
advertising.

REAL LACES

SHERIFF’S SALE

Belfast, Maine

Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving ti
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

MIIMTOL

is a Hu me Protector
against
Inllm nza.
Chest Colds, Head
Colds, Croup and
Bronchitis.
M1NTOL
relieves
all congestion*

Italian workmen on the State \ road.
Good-natured and industrious, working
ten hours per, Sundays included, they
A. M. Ames was in Bangor several were the first up in the morning of all the
folk on the street and no one has proof
days last week on business.
that they ever slept on the cots provided
The barge Marion finished discharging
With an accordion
by the contractors.
anthracite Monday at the Cape piers.
and harmonica they furnished grand opHerbert Mixer left on the 16th for a era music every night and every man
visit with his brother, George Mixer, in jack appeared to be an undiscovered CaCamden.
uso and willing for the town to leant the
fact.
Good boys all, but with living
Maurice B. Pendleton is absent in
ideals all their own.
Northern Maine, employed pn a railroad
This community is indeed sorrowful
repairing outfit.
because Elzie Noble had to die. From
Mrs. George M. Houghton of Bangor
every tongue falls expressions of symwas in town Detween trains on Thursday,
pathy and regret. A girl of most unusual
the guest, of friends.
attractiveness with an exquisite coloring,
The road contractors have removed the a winning personality, intelligent and
detour signs, which leaves the Bangor ambitious, she fell a victim of unaccountable disorders in the first flush of
road offi.ially open to traffic.

Worse If Neglected
It is

a

Uric Acid Trouble.

It makes its presence known by
local aches and pains, inflamed
joints and stiff muscles but cannot be permanently relieved by
Its cause is
local applications.
constitutional and it must have
Take
treatment.
constitutional
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which coracid condition of the
rects the
hi <d on w'hich the disease dope. ds; makes;-. <n feel young again.
"Three doctors said I could not
bo cured of rheumatism, but at 64
I
well and strong.
n stiti ali'
to the .yearly use of Hood’s
Tit
There is nothing
.parilla.
’>■
C. E.
for rheumatism.”
c
’rich, Bolivar, Mo.

Mrs. Eugene Wood of Belfast came
Saturday for a week-end visit at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. Sarah P.
Twiss.

Gerry Harding arrived home Saturday

Mi ss Edith Thurston is spending a few
weeks at the home of Michael Ward.
Harriet

N.

Roulstone

from

Vinalbaven,

where he has had em-

ployment all summer until the closing of
the granite plant.

returned

Wednesday from Boston where she has
Miss Louise Shute left Friday to join a
spent the past three weeks.
house party for the week end at the Phi
Eta
was
in
Kappa fraternity house at the.U. of
Dr. Irving Pendleton of Lewiston
town Wednesday to attend the funeral of M., returning Monday afternoon.
bis cousiD, Miss Harriette Erskine.
Mrs. Annie Grant, who has been the
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Dutch of Waban, guest of her sister, Mrs. R. L. Mudgett,
Mass., and Dr. James T Erskine of New left Thursday for Freeport to visit her
married son before returning to her home
York city left town Thursday morning.
in Westbrook.
Miss'Emerson Knowlton who was operSherman Hall, resident engineer on the
ated upon for appendicitis last Friday at
:he Ti-pley hospital i(i Belfast is making State road, returned to his home in Camden the last of the week for a brief visit family
satisfactory recovery!
before leaving for Honolulu, H. I., where
for
Miss Mabel Griffin left Saturday
he has a position on some government
forsevwill
be
where
she
Canton, Mass.,
hydraulic work.
erai weeks the guest of her brother, Edwin Griffin and family.
Mrs. i lora Handers nas moved

nei siucs..

of millinery from the L M. Sargent shop
to the rooms over the Penobscot Bay
Electrical Company. The entrance is next
to the post office.

1

Ralph Uonya returned recently Irom
Canada Falls, where he has work with a
Great Northern Paper Co. construction
outfit, and will remain at the home of his
mother, Mrs. A. M. Wilber, for a visit,
pending the delivery of delayed material.

Percy Blake, who has been in Massa
Jiusetts for several years, arrived home
recently, and will be here for a time the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mts. Thurston Blake, in Park.

Mrs.

Grace

W.

Eliza

Stephen McDonough,
visiting in of

Reynolds motored

was

a

annual

j

near
£\.

a

run-can is now

days last week in Bangor, where he financing surgical operations.
attended the meetings of the Maine Po- i
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Harding and
1
young daughter arrived Thursday from
mological Society.
Bethel, Vt., for a visit with Mr. HardRev. J. E. Cross, who was called last !
ing’s mother, Mis. Jessie Harding, at the
uveeK to Nashua, N. H., by the illness of
j home of his brother, Gerry. They left
iris daughter, Mrs. Mabel' Martin, has re- today for West Chelmsford, Mass., where
employment in the
; Mr. Harding has
sumed to his home in Northport.
I granite
industry of that town. Mr.
The many friends of Mr. George Flet- Harding brought his blooded pointer
Queenie, which since his visit home last
know that be ii
c her will be pleased to
year, has developed into a phenomenal
confinec
after
being
able to be out again,
hunter at less than two yaars old. He
to his house for the past eight weeks witl
made a walking trip to his early home at
a broken leg.
Prospect Ferry on Friday, returning on
Saturday, and gathered in the daily limit
In a neglected
on partridges each day.
ISLESBORO
orchard on the home place he had the
singular luck to drop two partridges on
The Islesboro High lost to the Castini > the wing with a single shot.
/iighjat Castine last Friday evening in i
A brooding silence has fallen on the
Jew

Mueller, If 4
Perkins, rf 2

Bowden, 11 (1)
Dority; Ig 1
Gardner, rg
c

The score:

Islesboro.
rg, C. Pendleton (2
1 g, Crosb:
3, R. E. Pendleton: 1
rf; R. A. Pendleton i
1£, Hatch I I
■

Referee, Hale. Umpire, Fairfield. Timer

.Perkins.

Time 4 10 minute periods.

|

were guests of Mi. Fuller’s mother, Ncv.
13th.

Mrs. Cora Clement
j Bpending
few days in

and children are

Belfast, the guests
of her mother, Mrs. Sara Thompson.
a

upper 'reaches of Church stree'. Later,
of course, we shall be conscious again of
the merry chatter of the numerous chiidren of the neighborhood, but not yet.
The Swain and Reed house, which for
months might have fittingly borne an old
Pinkerton agency sign of the open eye
and the legend, “We never sleep,” has
been vacated by the bunch of young

score

!

Cusick, principal

Prof.

of Freedom

Academy, and Olive Stewart, teacher in

future.
ldbl

gallic

Ul

i->aaivv/ii

uun

*»uo

piajcu

in Union Hall last Friday night between
Carmel H. S. and Brooks H. S, ending in

There will be no general canvass.
L. Mudgett has kindly consented to
a
Milis
Tibbetts
having
Mr. Harold
serve as the sole solicitor and all gootl
waukee Air Power water system installed citizens are urged to hand him a dollar
and receive a membership certificate.
n bis house and barn.
One-half of the receipts go to New EngMr. Donald Wadlin of Northport recent- land headquarters and the other half rev purchased a new Ford truck, which he
main with the local branch. The women
of this town are justly proud of their
will use in his milk business.
work during the war and the members
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert D. Cunningham who have served on the executive.comof Waterville were week end guests of mittee since the armistice feel that they
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wadlin have accomplished a great deal of good
with the surplus funds, judiciously disin Northport.
tributed without any blowing of truma
Mr. M. I. Stevens of Northport spent
pets, aiding in sickness and distress and

of 37 to 20.

This play will be repeated in the

$55.95.

on.

castine

You know how safe the security is. You know its record of
60 uninterrupted dividends. You know its taxcexemption. You
know that sound investment securities are advancing in price.
You know that 7% Preferred Stocks with dividend records little, if
any, longer than ours are selling at $110 and $112 a share.

And, knowing all this, will you act on sound judgment and
sound patriotism by buying Central Maine Power Company 7%
Preferred Stock and thus get behind the biggest, most tangible

j

1
Thursday was a success as well as the
Mrs. Mae Thompson has returned to her
fair and supper. The total receipts were !
The ! home in Lynn, Mass., after spending last
over two hundred and fifty dollars.
gate receipts from the drama alone was i year with her sister, Mrs. Alice Dodge.

R.

score

speedy recovery. Mr. Shaw has
had several illnesses with pneumonia.

■

and most concrete movement to “Build Maine”
Maine people.

£.rLc®

„

$107.50 |

offered to

now

Central Maine Power Company
1
AUGUSTA,

Any employee

<

j

ine

care

him a

can

Y'eid
0.i% net

MAINE

take your order for preferred stock.

|

■

week.

ill with pneumonia at

Willow street, and is under
of a trained nurse. All wish
on

j

The sudden death of Mrs. Jennie S.
French at her home in Sandypoint on
more, who died at her home in East Main ;
street Monday, after a brief illness or Monday morning of last week brought a
ineumonia, were held from the home i shock to numerous friends in this village
Thursday at 2 p. m., Rev. Harold LeMay who express deep sympathy for the bei\l. Thompson.
it the Congregational church officiating. reaved sister, Mrs. Annie
Interment was in the family lot in the The last time this estimable lady was in
Gordon cemetery. Miss Gilmore was : this village was at the Chautauqua festiborn in Searsport in 1843. the daughter of val, of which institution she was an arand at that time death
John and Susan (Clifford' Gilmore. She dent supporter,
seemed far, far away.
was one of a large family of children, but i
one of whom now survives, Mrs. James
ball
The recently organized basket
Merryman of, this town. Miss Gilmore team went to Frankfort the night of the
spent her entire life in Searsport. She | 15th and won by a score of 16 to 14.
was one of the most successful and popuThose to make the trip with Managar
She was
lar school teachers of her time.
were
Neal
Morrison
Wood, George
latter
and
the
3 woman of quiet tastes,
Smith, Edward and Fred Arnold, E. S.
iart of her life was speut in the devoted
Grant, John Farris, Lawrence CavaShe was a
care of her elderly relatives.
Friday night
naugh and Eugene Clark.
faithful member and constant attendant, the team went to Bucksport and were
of tne First Congregational church. Last trimmed to the tune of 14 to 38 by a
April the old home in the western village, heavier and more experienced team.
which she and her sister occupied, was
M. R. LaFurley found diversion one day
destroyed by fire, and they had but recently purchased and moved into the E. last week in opening the roof of the resiM. Glidden house in East Main street, a dence of Mrs. Grace W. Britto and securfine old Colonial mansion, formerly tne ing the hopey of a colony of bees which
home of Mrs Mary Ann Nickels. Miss have hived in the finish of the gable for
Gilmore leaves her sister and several several years. By dint of considerable
acrobatic effort and expert joinering he
pieces and nephews.
followed the trail from the entrance under the saddle board and got several
SOUTH BEFAST
bucketfuls of honey, a few quarts of bees
and numerous stings to remind him that
he was trespassing.
Mrs. Malcolm Finnegai', of Old Town
ast

/

And, seeing these things, will you not get behind with your
financial backing a big Maine-owned power company that is developing power and extending lines—by investing in Central Maine
Power Company 7% Preferred Stock?

is in command

Miss E. Keppel of Buffalo, N. Y., arMrs. Nelson Cornforth is nurse for Mrs.
rived last week to spend the winter with
her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kara on ; Lottie Vose.
Pond Hill.
Roy Sparrow was in tbe village, Nov.
The Young Brothers, S. J. Roberts and j 18th on business.
Riley Prime arrived Saturday from a
The Grange Fair held last Saturday was
hunting trip at Indian Pond, each bring- a great success in every way.
ing home a deer.
Mr. John Taylor and Ernest Penny have
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart of Warren, Me., | returned from a hunting trip.
have moved into the rent over the Drug j
Mr. Ralph Carter of Belfast was in the
Mr. Stuart has employment in the
store.
village on business last Monday.
H. P. Hood & Sons creamery here.
Thelma Vose of Liberty was a guest at
Mr. Wm. Nickerson one of our enterthe dormitory over the week-end.
school
students
shot
High
prising young
D. R.McFarland and family have move
Mr. Arthur i
a line deer a few days ago.
into their house they recently bought.
a three
shot
also
Brooks
of
South
Payson
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Fuller and children
Looks as though !
buck

Funeral services for Miss Angie Gil-

trusts

j the

wbo

Blanche Beckwith and friend, garet Thayer played for the informal
Miss Gladys Porter of Dixmont, spent ; dance following the party.
Saturday with the former’s sister Mildred j
in Unity.
j
FREEDOM

gaardian.

neu

Can you not see on every side proofs enough that Qentral
Maine Power Company has, by developing Maine Power ahead of
the rest, helped Maine industries to prosper and helped to bring
other industries here to prosper also?

business

Miss

brother resides.

few days

his home

to Pitts-

Mrs. Franklin A. Patterson, who has
recently.
been seriously ill, has improved greatiy point
under the care of Dr. C. E. Britto and at- the hunting was better here in our home
tended by Mrs. Jacob Clegg and Miss j town than it is up river.
The latter returned to her !
Hamilton.
The play “The Time of His Life” prehome in Bangor on the 16th.
sented by the L. A. S. in Union Hall last
who recently purchased
Merrill

a

CENTRAL MAINE
ROWER C9

Mrs. C. A. Campbell, Mrs. Henry Eldridge, Mrs. A. D. Wilson and Mrs. Ellery
caller in Belfast Saturday.
Bowden were entertaining committee at
Miss lnza Boyd of Jackson was the j the whist
party in the Library Benefit
guest of friends in town several days list j Series on Thursday evening at Union
week.
Hall. Prizes were won by Mrs. Philip
Mr. Percy H. Grant returned Monday Goodnow and Francis Neville.
Refreshfrom a hunting trip in Greenville, Me., ments of ice cream were served.
Misses
getting two fine buck deer, also an otter. Pauline Crockett, Mary Hall and Mar-

Mr. and Mrs. Irving H. Merrithew are
receiving congratulations on the birth of
a daughter at the Waldo County Hospital
Tuesday evening, Nov. 15th. Mr. Merrithew, who is assistant treasurer of the
local trust company, passed Sunday in
where interment was made. The bearers Belfast with his family.
Lincoln Coicord,
were Herbert Dyer,
Many friends will be glad to learn that
George Curtis and Frank Whitcomb

the guest of her family

MAINE INVESTMENTS?

oil tanker to Mexican ports.

an

A. W. Shaw is

Walter O’Brien

Mrs.

Britto received word

j

Maine’s Possibilities?

Miss Helen left Friday for Providence, R.
to join their husband and father, Capt.

Miss Doris Smith is at work for Mrs.

Friday morning of the death of her
brother, Waldo Boyd, in an automobile
accident in Florida the previous night.
She left in the afternoon for Boothbay
Harbor, her early home, where a married

Miss Alice N. Trundy, youngest daughMr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy, celeej of
brated her 10th birthday anniversary Frida afternoon, entartMninit the Blue Birds
of the Kaneota Campfire Group, of which
iieyoung guests had a
she is a memuer.
hunt
Kills,
merry time with games and a peanut
and refreshments of sandwiches, hot the stand of the late E. J. Wentworth in
chocolate, cookies and a decorated birth- Scarsport, will move his wife and daughThose present ter irom Cape Jeliison sometime this
ake were served.
day
His place on the cape will be ocweek.
were Mary Havener, Inez Coicord, Ellen
this winter by his brother Minard
Frame, Jane Fletcher, Virgini drundy, | cupied
Alice Gray and Mrs. Janies H. Duncan, and wife, whose new house has only recently been plastered.

Are You Awake to Maine’s Needs?

I.,

Hutchinson is

Questions?

the outgoing boat to

Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., was a recent
caller at the new home of her brother
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Atwood

Wm. C. Patterson.

Relief agent Bishop, who has been at
Searsport while Mr. Green was on a vacation, is now holding down the job at
the local station of the B. & A. railroad
while M. J. Goodere is confined to his
home, entertaining a most inconvenient
carbuncle.
Mrs.

on

Boston.

field Saturday.

Several persons in this village observin their 'late corn certain strange
worms
which were
undoubtedly the
Like the epimuch dreaded corn borer.
taph found on the monument prepared by
the stone cutter,
“I expected this, but
not so soon.”

At Union Hall, Searsport, on Friday
■evening, Nov. 25th, 8 p. m.. Converse E.
Nickerson, whirlwind evangelist of Bible
Spiritualism, will lecture on The Truth
About Spiritualism. Lecture will be folMr. Nickerlowed by a piano program.
the piano keyboard,
,on is a master of
and is at present traveling through Maine
speaking to large audiences on the above
subject.
The funeral services of liarriette M*
Erskine were conducted at her home on
Wednesday afternoon by Rev. Harold LeMay, pastor of the Congregational church.
Officers and members o Anchor Chapter,
O. E. S., were in attendance acting as
honorary escort to the Harbor cemetery

was

recent passenger

BROOKS

Mrs. Faye S.

ed

The sale of the Christmas Red Cross
seals in Searsport will be under the direction of Mrs. James H. Duncan. The
sale will begin in the local stores the day
after Thanksgiving, and later a house to
house canvass will be made.

Answer These

who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Carleton Young for several weeks, was a

Hampden.

Mr. and Mrs. David Hodgkins of Rockland motored to town on Sunday to dine
at the home of the latter’s cousin, B. B.
Sanborn, and on their return late in the
afternoon were accompanied by her aunt,
Mrs. Rose Sanborn, who will remain for
a visit.

Mr. and Mrs. George Cilley of Portland
and Mr. and Mrs. Leo Sargent of Philadelphia are in town to spend Thanksgiving
Mrs.
-as guests of their parents, Mr. and
William P. Sargent.

How Shall Maine Men

of four years has
courage against
what proved to have been the inevitable. formerly of Eastport, on State Street,
Several times she has apparently been on Bangor.
the high road to vigorous health only to
The many friends of Mrs. G. H. Clemfalter from Some obscure cause. Her last
sickness began early in the summer and ents here and elsewhere will be sorry to
after months of keen suffering the end learn of her illness. She is being cared
Elzie H.
came on Saturday morning.
of
Noble was born in Houlton 23 ye trs ago, for at present by Mrs. G. L. Clark
Olof Hampden.
Mrs.
the oldest daughter of Mr. and
Noble. An employee of the Bangor &
The pay supper given by the Burr Club
Aroostook railroad, Mr. Noble was transferred to this branch and brought his at I. O. O, F. banquet hall on Thursday
family in 1906 to reside in this village, evening was a decided success, the prowhere he owns a fine home and Ijas be- ceeds of which will be presented to Mizcome one of the substantial citizens of
pah Rebekah Lodge
the town. Besides her father and mother, [
who have been unremitting in their care, |
Capt. Willis White of Sargentville,who
she is survived by a slightly younger has been receiving treatment at a Bangor
born
was
who
sister, Mabel, and Evelyn
was a week-end visitor of C. O.
here. The bereaved family is not alone hospital,
in mute questioning with a forev> r un- | Whitney. He left on the Boston steamer
answerable why. The funeral was held Sunday en route for home.
on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock in the
;
Mrs. S. W. McDonough and daughter
home.

Among the numerous fall
about town is a fine large piazza
to the residence of M. J. Goodere.

SEARSPORT

■'l

Converse Nickerson formerly of San
Francisco will lecture at Union Hall
Thursday evening, Nov. 24, under the
auspices of the Winterport Spiritual
Society.
Mrs. Clifton Coggins of Keene, N. H.,

womanhood, and for all
improvements fought with splendid
addition

over

Miss

Ira Young, John Young, Fred Young
and others from here who are employed
by the State Highway Commissioner
have returned to their homes here for the
winter.

STOCKTON^ SPRINGS

Rheumatism Grows

of 20 to 7 in favor of B

the grammer school, attended the Teacher’s Convention in Belfast the past week.

SWANVILLE.

H. S.

SE.aRSMONT
Petersburg, Fla., recently.
‘•amuel Morse of Belmont killed a deer |
in Charles Neal’s field one day last week.

CHS
c (1) 2
Johnson, r g
Bryant, 1 g
M. Preble, r f
E. Preble, 1 f 1
Bridgham, sub

B HS

Littlefield,

c

3

Quimby, g
Bowen, 1 g 2
r

Boulter, r
Bradford,

f 2
1f 5
Nickerson sub

Time, 4 ten minute periods.
Murray, Timer, Legrow.

Referee,

WINIERPURT
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Staples returned
on Saturday’s boat from an extend-

home

ed visit with relatives in Massachusetts,
their former home.

son.

A. Robertson, H. P. White, Isaac McReen
and Wallace W. Gray. Interment was in
Green Lawn Cemetery.

in Somerville, Mass.

OAK

Barden^entered Dr. Tapley’s
private hospital in Belfast, Friday, for a
Mrs. A. A.

HILL, Swanville.

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. Church
will hold their annual Christmas sale
Dec. 6th in the vestry, where fancy and
useful articles, aprons and home-made
candy will be on sale. The ladies will
serve one of their famous suppers.

SOUTH

MONTVILLt.

Miss Mary Adams is confined to the
house with the mumps.
Mrs. Mattie Overlook is spending a vacation from her duties at the Jones Sanatorium in Union, with her sister, Mrs.

Mr. Charles Watson is in Brooks helping R. F. Gray on his barn.
Martin, and brother, C. M. Howes.
Mr. Leon Webster, who has been very
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Harriman have
ill with infantile paralysis, remains about haye moved from the Pease house, to LibMrs. George English who has been the
same.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. the
erty, and Mr. Elwood Hart has taken his
Mr. Arthur Thompson and daughter of family to live in Searsmont where he has
Clements, returned to her home in MattaPoor’s Mills were recent guests of Mr.
pan, Mass., by train Thursday.
employment.
and Mrs. James Webster.
Lewis Atwood left on the boat Sunday
The local W. C. T. U. held an all day
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey have closed
O. W. Ripley,
for his annual visit to his children, Mrs.
their house and left Nov. 17 for Daytona, meeting Friday with Mrs.
W. J. Kennedy, O. C. Atwood and W. H. Florida, where they intend to spend the In spite of the bad traveling and small atAtwood in Boston and vicinity.
tendance a pleasant day and an interest[ winterr
ing meeting were enjoyed.

delicate and painful operation
which proved successful.

on

her face

_—-

CLARION HEATING STOVES

Mr. and Mrs.Sibley and daughter Myrtle
of Freedom were recent Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. George Dow.

BORN

FOR WOOD OR COAL

19, to Mr.

Made

especially
our

They

are

to meet every

need of

Maine patrons

always Quick

Economical

in Action

Durable

RILEY. In Monroe, Nov.
and Mrs. Frank Riley, a daughter.

MARRIED._
TWEEDIE-STEWART. In Belfast, Nov.
17, by Rev. D. Brackett, Mr. ThomaB S.
Tweedie of Thorndike and Miss Evelyn
N.jStewart of Montville.
DIED.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR. MAINE
Established 1639

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFA8T

THANKSGIVING
SPECIALS

rifli

hebenelitStores

>

Mrs. Della Woodcock has returned to
her home in Camden after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Albert McCorrison and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hemenway for a week.

On Nov. 11 Mr. Leonard and Mrs. Lucy
(Fuller) Luce celebrated their golden wedding anniversary and had as guests their
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Whitten and family
of Camden, their sou, Mr. and Mrs. Ciias.
Luce, who live with them on the ho ne
place, their nieces, nephews, other relatives and old neighbors, making a company of 42 that enjoyed the happy occaThe rooms were appropriately and
Mr. and Mrs. George Suter (Miss Ger- sion.
prettily decorated with yellow chrysan
trude Nickerson) of Everett, Mass., are
themums. Refreshments of cake and ice
receiving congratulations on the birth of cream wereserved. Mr. Luce wasbornin
a son, born Nov. 4th.
Appleton. Hope was Mrs. Luce’s native
town. They were married in Appleton
held
a
Comet Grange
very interesting
by Andrew Wentworth, J. P. Mr. Luce
meeting last Saturday evening with only, bought the Keating place in Searsmont,
The next meet- where they have lived a long time. They
a few members present.
were the recipients of many nice presents,
ing will be held Saturday evening, Nov.
among which were $31 in gold, $16 in bills,
26th. Every member please make an
linen, glass ware, china and aluminum
Mr. and Mrs.
effort to be present.
dishes and two gold pins.
have a host of friends who extend
Funeral services of Mrs. Caroline Marr Luce
congratulations and wishes tnat they may
were held at the church last Wednesday
live to celebrate many anniversaries
afternoon, Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Belfast
officiating. The bearers were Messrs. E.

Laura Whitney who has been a guest
of her uncle and wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Knowles, recently returned to her home

TL n

Eugene Reynolds of Lowell, Mass., is
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Matilda
Reynolds, and his uncle, Albert Thomp-

During the first half only one score was
made, that belonging to C. H. S. on a foul,
Mrs. Amanda Nickerson is on the sick
but the third period both sides did quick
li st.
baskets
and
two
H.
S.
C.
scoring
work,
B. B- S. five. The fourth and linal period
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. NickerC. H. S. scored one basket and B. H. S.
son will be pleased to learn that they had
tallied five more. It was clean fast playand that Mr. Nickerson stood
ing throughout the tour periods. Thefol- a fine trip
the journey nicely.
lowing is lineup and baskets shot:

Smith,

COAST TO COAST

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Marden left for St'

DARBY. In Belfast, Nov. 21, MrsGeorge H. Darby, aged 49 years, 5 mos.
and 12 days.
In Belfast, Nov. 18, Mrs.
O’Leary.
Katherine Ward O’Leary, (aged 77 years.
Mason. In Belfast, Nov. 17, William
A. Mason, aged 54 years, 9 months and
28 days.

j1

OLD CROP

QQc

IYSALEBERRyOO lb,
1c SPECIAL
I lb. Hon% NOLoATlNES59c
i ib.

m

nu

I o BLEND

o COFFEE

;

To SPECIAL

Spices

Extracts

Both for

Candies

VALUE
Our

60c

TEAS

41k 1

Vaiues Are
Bona

as

1 Pint Peanuts

Both for

VALUE

TEAS 5S°b

Represented and Our Guarantee is
or
Money Back

Fide Satisfaction

Parcel Post Paid

Direct

I ib.Mixed Nuts 30.

Currants

Fj„Cy Hard mixed 1c

on

Orders of

$1

or

More of

Importing

Above

Co.

10 Main Street, Belfast, Maine
STOKES

ALSO—PITTSFIELD,

CAMDEN,

ROCKLAND

Everything Really Guaranteed

Probate Notices

FOR SALE
The homestead of the iate Thom;;
Pitcher on Franklin Street, one
finest residences in the city of Bel
must be sold to settle his estate,
b
bids for this property will be receive
C. W. Wescott at the City National
of Belfast, until 10 a. m., December
at'which time the bids will be op
The executors reserve the right to n
all bids.
November 19, 1921.—3w47

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been
of
the
administrator
estate of
iuly appointed
CHARLES W. BAGLEY, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All personshaving
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
the
same
for settlement,
are desired to present
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
SAMUEL N. BAGLEY.
Liberty, Me., Nov. 8, 1921.
scriber

WANTED

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has oeen
duly appointed administrator in the State of

FURNISHED APARTMENT of fc
five rooms for two elderlv people,
to
MRS. E. II. LEWIS.
Ivv47
29 Church Strce:

Maine of the estate of
NORA

BARTER, late of Boston, Mass,,

in the County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having
i
demands against the estate of sain deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately to my authorized
agent. Orrin J. Dickey of Belfast, Maine.

JOHN BARTER.
Boston. Mass., Nov. 8, 1921.

For
|

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
16th day of November, A. D. 1921.

Lizzie M. Spaulding, daughter and heir-atlaw of the estate of Deborah N. Grant, late
of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praymg
:
that she, Lizzie M. Spaulding of
said County of Waldo, or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased without giving bond.

Erankfortfin

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice

to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 13th day of December, A. D. 1921, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.
A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson. Register.

Mr. Elmer Flanders has sold bis house
to Ferd Richards and moved his family
Ray. In Knox, Nov. 16, Mrs. Lydia
into Penobscot county.
M. Ray, aged 82 years and 11 months.

j

Sale

ONE FORD ROADSTER, cheap
good running condition.
One square piano, cheap.
One new pop corn machine. Appl'
F. E. LITTLEFIELD,
47
Waldo Station, Main

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my deep gratitude
and thanks to|my friends in Belfast
Swanville for their kindness during
illness and deathfof my mother

MRS.'FLORA LITTLEFIELD

TO

Let

A rent with electric lights, water, ete
Inquire of
JOHN F. ROGERS,
18 Main Street
47

upstairs.

Foruislied Kent
For family of two, no children.

Apply

P. 0. Box 2, Belfast, Maine.

!

News was received here, Nov. 11th, of
Thomas H. Marshall Circle will have
desth of Mrs. Etta Soow Wood of
the
important business meeting nextTueaNew Britain, Conn formerly of Monroe
day and urge all to be present.
an

Who Wears the Pants

Amass S. Heal has been confined t6 and Belfast
Dr. Elmer Small has been confined to
his bed at hia home on Court street the
the past week
Past week threatened with bronchial his house on Miller street
the prevailing severe
as the result of
pneumonia. He ia improving.
colds.
He was at his office Wednesday.
Cards have been received here from
the law firm of
Mrs. Isaac S. Hills, R. N., has returned
Barnes, Chilvers £ Halshe attended the
stead of No. 2 ’Rector
street, New York, from Bangor, where
announcing that Frank P. Wilson, a for- training class of Spencer Rejuveno corset
is the sales
mer Belfast
young man, for the past and surgical supports. She
seven years trial counsel for
the United lady of this territory.
btatcs in custom cases, will hereafter be
Wishing to give the patrons of the Colassociated with their firm, specializing in onial all the comforts possible, manager

IN YOUR FAYILYT

To That Person I Would Converse
We have

a

wonderful collection

of ALL WOOL

HEAVY WEIGHT PANTS, made from enduring
fabrics in attractive patterns. The material in these
pants must be seen to be appreciated, as you have
NOT

customs law.

the like since 1914.

seen

To the

man

that calls for trousers

we

would say:

8ir, we have them in heavy or medium weight,
light, dark or mixed patterns, sizes from 28 to 48,

Delia Hallowell.

OR YOUR MONEY BACK

In a personal note from Chicago under
date of Nov. 17th, Mr. Edward
Sibley
said: “My son-in law, Henry Hoyt Hil-

'

Yours truly,

BERT L. DAVIS
The Store You Will

Always Remember
Seaside Hose

The News ot Belfast
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

j

i

Company opened their
newly repaired and renovated hose house
last Satur lay evening with an oyster

i

supper,

;I. Coombs & Co. offer dry and fan..oods for the fall and holiday shopDirect

he

Importing

Co.

y

'hanks.

half dozen or

Waldo Trust Co. advertises the
antages of a checking account,
hullman Pants Factories wants stitchne

red D. Jones guotes special prices
-.ee

adv. of furnished apartment

more.

This is

an

excellent

object lesson to all schools.

on

known here, arrived Monday and will
stage All Aboard, an up-to-date music

want-

comedy, under the auspices of the Universalist League in the Colonial Theatre,
Dec. 7th. It will be given afternoon and
evening, the cast and chorus including
about one hundred. It was given two
nights in Lewiston under the direction of
Miss Music'-, and sl)e has been asked to
Jrs. C. T. Whitmore has been spending repeat it there again.
tpast year in Northport, but after
The ladies of the First Baptist Church
anksgiving will be prepared to resume will hold their annual sale and
supper
i
er work of nursing.
Wednesday, Dec. 7th, in the church vesto
his
K.
retimed
Allen
apt. Basil
The committees are as follows:
try.
E. Littlefield, Waldo Station, offers
d roadster and other things for sale.
Mrs. Isaac S. Hills advertises Spencer
aveno corse's and supports,
he City National Bank advertises their
hristmas Savings Club.

after
.me on Congress street last ^Friday
successful operation for appendicitis at

Fancy articles, Mrs. Warren A. Nichols,
Mrs. Charles E.

Rhoades, Mrs. Forrest L.
aprons, Mrs. Idella D. Rich,
Mrs. Linda W. Knowlton, Mrs. Mayford

Tapley Hospital.

Robbins;

liie Odd Fellows and Rebekahs had a
asant dance in their hall Tuesday
cnirig under the direction of Fred G.

Morris; candy, Miss Katharine Frost, Miss
Mildred Black; grab bag, Miss Gladys
Spinney and A. J. Clary with music by Michaels. It is expected that this sale
There was a good will equal any in the past in its attractive
lcKeen’s orchestra.
display of fancy and useful articles, and
a'tendance.
the supper planned for that evening will
■lobert C. Ward has sold his bowling
be

most delicious one, which the ladies
of this church know so well how to pre-

in the Coliseum building to Mahlon
Boynton of Madison, who will conduct it.
ley

a

pare.

and Mrs. Ward will leave soon for
rocktou, Mass., the latter’s home, where

Another

will spend the winter.

Boy Scout Troop.

Be-

good many of the Boy Rangers of
Albert L. Cuzner was called to North the First Baptist Church, numbering
'ton, Mass., Monday by the death of more than 25, are passing their twelfth
brother, Frank H. Cuzner, formerly birthday, they have now reached their
St. Albans, Eng., and well known heart’s desire to be promoted from Boy
ere.
He was thirty-five years old and Rangers to Boy Scouts. For .six months
■ne of the best of young men.
His wife they have been in training with this in
and two small children survive him.
view, under the direction of the pastor of
the church, who is their teacher. After
Owing to the bad weather the steamer
a careful examination by Mr.
Sauer, who
'•eltast was held at Rockland last Thursey

cause

day night on her way to Boston.
She
'turned here Saturday about noon and
eft again for Boston Sunday about 3.30
m.
She is still having an unusual
amount

of freight both to and from Bos-

ton.
■

A large number of worthy families were
ade happy Wednesday by the receipt of
baskets of supplies for their

Thanksgiving

through the thoughtfulness of t he
inversalist League.
The response to
the League’s appeal was very
gratifying
'inner

and included money
fruits, etc.
Basket

as

well

as

vegetables,

Ball.

The High school is
enthusiastic over a series of inter class
basket ball with both boys* and girls’
learns. The lineup and schedule are not
yet ready. The first game will lake place
m the Armory
this, Thursday,

afternoon,

when the Seniors and Juniors
play. In
the evening the Belfast High will
play
the Brooks High and the Hazeltine Post
will play Company K.

a

mile.

Ralph L. Cooper, the Waldo
County Chairman of the National W’ilson
Foundation Fund, is the lirst woman in
Maine to complete the organization of 1
her county. She was present at the re- i
cent State meeting in Augusta as the |
guest of Mrs. W. R. Pattangall and reported her county organized as follows: i
Belfast, Miss Belle Keating, general
chairman; W'ard one, Mrs. Frank H.
Mayo; Ward two, Mrs. Giles G. Abbott;
Ward three, Mrs. George W. Luce; Ward
four, Mrs. Annie Parker Pitcher; Ward
five, Mrs. George A. Leavitt; Brooks;
Mrs. Mabel P. Estes; Burnham, Mrs. F.
M. McAllister; Frankfort, Mrs, Lyman
Clark; Freedom, Mrs. Alta McLaughlin;
Islesboro, Mrs. Helen Pendleton; Jackson, Mrs, Abbie Stevens; Knox, Mrs. M.
N. Swett; Liberty, Mrs. L. E. Sukeforth; Lincolnville, Mrs. L. S. Russ,
Monroe, Mrs. Guy Twombly; Montville
Mrs. M. M. W'entworth; Morrill, Mrs.
Arthur L. Leonard; Northport, Mrs. C.
O. Dickey; Palermo, Mrs. C. P. Phillips;
Prospect, Mrs. Edith Haley; Searsmont,
Mrs. Charles B. Brown; Searsport, Mrs.
Henry G. Curtis; Stockton Springs, Mrs.
Alvah C. Treat; Swanville, Miss Bernice
1
Damm; Thorndike, Mrs. Frank HogaD;
Troy, Mrs. John L. Bagley; Unity, Mrs.
G. E. Grant; Waldo, Mrs. R. S Littie
field; Winterport, Mrs. A. Lincoln BlaisMrs.

dell.
The

music to harmonize with the
She was really

productions.

100

on

$2.98

Special Cash Price while they last.
YOURS TRULY,

whole

show and her costume was simply stunning even to the immense green tie and
little hat. All the “movie” types were

Speedway Sleds

$1.98, $2.48,

screen’s
a

,

FRED D. JONES

there and in wonderful costumes of ages
long gone by. They came in singly, in

couples and in families. Among those
making especially good hits was Fred T.
country man with a fondness
for peanuts and pretty girls; Mrs. Clement
W. Wescott with an adorable silk gown,
immense hat and very bewitching pug
piled high; Mrs. George C. Trussell with a
Chase as

Bay View street while the latter

on

at

Miami,

Fla.

Mr.

Company.
Mr. and Mra. Bert O.

Line of Provi-

for the supper.

ated

Mrs. Carroll A. Thompson gave a very
pleasant two-table auction party last
Wednesday afternoon. The prize winners
were Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins and Mrs.
Bernes O. Norton. Mrs. Roy A. Webber
assisted the hostess in pouring tea after

mortgage for 1700,000 to the Equitable
Trust Company of New York on properties in Maine, Massachusetts, Connecti-

ui

UIB

The Bateman & Companies Incorporof Delaware has issued a bond

cut and New York.

It has

a

It was entered last week at
the Waldo Registry of Deeds.
The Auxiliary of the North Church,
which has been taking orders for homemade candy during the past week, is prepared to continue for the remainder of

the week.

Orders for Sunday should be

in by Friday. Prices for mixed variety
Please teleor plain 60 cents a pound.

phone orders to Miss Mabel Mathews,
346-11, or Mrs. John R. Dunton, 121-3.
Albert A. Morey, B. H. S. ’21, a stuat the Boston University, writes

dent

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S.
that he hid a fine opportunity to

j Morey,

!

|

General Foch

guilty of sawing and thus destroying

two

handsome ash trees near his garage in
He recently sold his cottage

The
01

old service

came

ser-

as

Mr

keenly appreciative of the
beauty of the pieces they were given to
him.

i

into the I

Mr. Daniel Faunce and

■Woodcock

was

was

The tankard has been used extens-

!

J
j

ively by him in his still life pictures. He !
says of it that for grace, beauty of line !
and
exquisite simplicity it was the
choicest example he has ever seen. In
closing he said “I wish to present to the
ladies of the Alliance in Mrs. Woodcock’s

Spencer Corsetiere

Mr. Woodcock had accepted at the Boston Art Gallery was one of still life—fruit

I will be glad to call and explain the
special designing service of the Spencer
Rejuveno Corset and Supports. See full

and the handsome old tankard—and was
sold to an art admirer. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Charles H.
Dec. 1st.
will be

port of the farm produce for the Girls’
Home season of 1921 presented at last
monthly meeting: Raised 130 bushels po
tatoes; 2 1-2 bushels dried beans; 800
cabbages; 235 heads celery; 7 barrels apoles; 25 bushels ripe tcmatoes; beets, turnips, carrots, enough for family use; all
the green corn the family could use and
30 bushels dried on the ear; also a large
lot of pumpkins and squashes. The family were supplied during the summer with
peas, string beans, shell beans, cauliflower, lettuce, endives, Swiss chard, cucumbers, onions, radishes, parsley; 250
quarts of fruit and vegetables have been
put up in sealed jars; 19 gallons in open
jars. Fifty chickens have been hatched.
One calf has been sold and one is being
raised.

memory, the original church service.”
Mrs. Durham accepted in behalf of the
ladies of the Alliance. The first picture

B. 0. NORTON,

Walden,

Registered Spencer Corsetiere,
Belfast, R. F. D., No. 6.
47
Telephone 72 -23

principal of the High school.

when frozen.
than in other

Belfast, Maine

Think It Over!!!
Ten

Ways

to

a

Church Unsuccessful:

Don’t go to church. vIf you do, go late.
If the weather doesn’t suit you, don’t think of

4.

If you do attend, find fault with the sermon
and the music.
Never accept office, it is easier to criticise than
to do things.
Be cross if you are not appointed on a committee, but if you are do not attend commit-

going.
5.
6.

tee

meetings.

If asked by the chairman to give your opinion
on some matter, tell him you have
nothing
to say.
After the meeting tell everyone
how things should have been done.
Do nothing more than is absolutely necessary.
But when members use their ability to help
matters along, tell that the church 'is run by

7.

8.

a

clique.

Hold back your subscriptions or do not pay
at all.
Don’t bother about getting new members.

9.
10.

Come to the Universalist Church every
Sunday morning and prove that you do
not belong to this class.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

ADVICE
It is said if refused goes to the Moon.
That is probably why it gets full once a
month.

My advice to you is DON’T sell your
Liberty Bonds and other government
securities

BUT

iF

for any reason you must, or feel that you
must sell them, I will buy them in large
or

Only Four Weeks

Make

1.
2.
3.

page illustrated ad. in December Womans
Home Companion, page 33.
MRS. ISAAC S. HILLS,

The paper, "The Renaissance,”
given by Mr. Harry A. Foster,

more

Tubes formed of one piece of bronze. Water passage"!
is not stamped out of the material, but is formed,
Both upper and lower tanks drawn from one piece of
heavy material. No seams. Pressed steel, extra shell,
perfectly finished. Manufactured and guaranteed by the
oldest builders of good, heavy duty type radiators in the
United States. For sale exclusively by

Frank J. Allen of this city has offered
$50 reward for information that will lead
to the arrest and conviction of the party

the original church service. Its actua
age cannot be ascertained, but it is prob-

cannot burst

25% to 30%

radiators,

est member in the Belfast Band.

Woodcock,

core,

Perfex

Facts

as

“The fact is that nobody outside of but retained his
garage and a lot of lauu.
President Harding, the members of the
American delegation, Secretary Denby He had cared for these trees for several
The
and a few others had any clear idea of years and greatly enjoyed them.
what was contained in Mr. Hughes’s act was a malicious one and it is hoped
j
The
few others may comprise Ad- the
plan.
guilty party may be found and dealt
miral Coontz, Chief of Naval Operations, j
and Admiral William V. Pratt of the | with.i
Davy, and perhaps Assistant Secretary
The Emma White Barker Tent, D. of
Roosevelt and some members of the CabV. were royally entertained at the home
inet. That Mr. Hughes’s declared intention of "laying his cards on the table” ot Mrs. Georgie W. Juan, Bridge street,
contemplated presenting his armament at six p. m. last Wednesday with a
reuuction proposals at an open session of most delicious supper.
Mrs. Rose Benthe conference, and the first session at
son Minot of Lewiston, Department PresiSome of
that, was kept a dead secret.
the British seemed to think they knew in dent, being the guest of honor. After
advance the general character of what supper all retired to the K. of P. hall
the American formula would be, but Mr.
where they held their regular meeting.
Hughes’s detailed program shows that
One brother was obligated, and four sisthey were miles away from even a good
ters initiated.
After which Mrs. Minat
guess as to what it would contain.”
(acting as inspector) gave much praise
The Woman’s Alliance of the Unitarian
Then came
and very little criticism.
Church met Nov. 18th, at the home of
nomination of officers for the ensuing
Mrs. Wm. B. Swan. The session was deyear. There was a large attendance. Revoted principally to business with short
marks were made by sisters and brothers
papers on the origin and development of
of the order. Mrs. Minot was entertainthe Alliance and of some prominent
ed by Mrs. Altana E. Dutch during her
people who were instrumental in its
in Belfast.
Mr. Hartwell L. stay
growth and prosperity.
RECORD TO BE PROUD Or. The reWoodcock in a few well chosen words

vice.

Practically seamless
Sixty-eight channels,

the slide t.ombone in concert work and
the double b flat bass horn in street
work. He was for some time the young-

presented to the ladies of the Alliance

Superiority Original
Feature and

the University Band
ofeighty pieces, played at the time of his
Mr. Morey plays
recent visit in Boston.
see

Northport.

ably as old as the church itself as it
replaced in 1849 by the present silver

Point of

record

certificates.

puipusc.

from himself and the late Mrs.

FOR FORD CARS

length of 101 pages and thirteen State

small lots.

SPRING*STREET

WEST

j

To Christmas!
like to think of our premises as the place
where people come, to look and come back to
buy. This will indicate how very welcome
you are to visit our store and inspect our attractive
display of good merchandise. If too early to purchase,
why not make your selection while our stock is complete and have it put away fcr you,

Winter

WE

Ladies’ Wrist Watches in Both American
and Swiss Makes, withbe0^nSutah^amntee
A Fine Line Nutting Pictures and Calendars
ALSO

use.

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.,

CLOCKS

In Mahogany, Oak, Banjo, Big Ben
We

are

also showing

H. J.

a

for Your

When a battery freezes it is ruined.
Any battery in a discharged condition will freeze in cold weather. Store your battery with us when you
lay up your car and save money.
Come in and let us explain our method of “dry storage” which stops
the chemical action and prevents deterioration of your battery while not

SAWYER’S VIEWS,
NEW

Storage
Battery

YOUR BATTERY CAN FREEZE

in

a

large family of children; Bert L. Davis
with a gun and show shoes; Morris L.
Slugg and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore as
"toughs;” Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson as dandy darkies
with (lolls and teddy bears; Miss Maude
E. Barker as a belle of other years, but a
trifle lame; Miss Anne M. Rittredge as a
devoted mother to her little girl; Mrs.
Fred T. Chase, Mrs. S. A. Parker and
others in antiquarian rigs.

are

Coveil is construc-

tion foreman of the Central Maine Power

and dance as in former years,
when crowds attended and gave liberally

hands

Federated Church Parish
PARTY. Tlie tirsl parish party under the
auspices of the new Federated Church
was held in Memorial Hall last Thursday
evening and was a most social and pleasant assembly. Tables seating about 12
people each occupied the entire floor space
is a veteran Scoutmaster, the following with the exception of a long side
table,
boys successfully passed the required test occupied by the children, who also had
and have now the full tenderfoot standtheir share of the evening’s pleasure and
ing: Linwood Nichols, Ralph Michaels, a lot of attention from the grown-ups,
Franklin Stevens,
Elbridge Merriam, especially in serving. The soliciting comCarleton Robbins, Winston Stover, Clyde mittee did good work and the abundance
York, Carrol Merchant, Ivan Fletcher, of food indicated a leady response. The
Max Collins, 'Kenneth Thomas, Harry menu was varied and all the fables had
Foster, Lester Cilley, Elmer Decrow, several waiters anxious to serve. The
George Buzzell, Morris Johnson, these committee in charge waB Mrs. Fred T.
boys were tested as to their knowledge of Chase, Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Miss Anne
the Scout oath, sign, salute, and laws; M. Rittredge, -Mrs. Morris L. Slugg and
were required to tie a half dozen different Mrs. V. L. Hall.
A social hour followed
knots, and relate the history of the flag, the supper while arrangements were being
its design and adoption, and the proper
completed for the entertainment, “At the
respect to be given it by an American Movies.” It was given by request and
boy. These names with others to be add- was a modified presentation of a pantoed as the tests are passed, are to be sent mine given in Searsport and later in Belthis week to the headquarters of the Boy fast, but improves with use. Mrs. HerScouts of America for registration and bert L. Seekins was in control of the
charter, with the hope that they may at ticket office and two dainty girl ushers in
once be recognized as Troop IV., and so
costume—Edwin S. Bowker and Leslie C,
be in close fellowship with Troop III., Follett as. "Marne and Liz”—carried out
which is under Scoutmaster George H. their parts to perfection even in looking
Robertson.
after the audience’s decorum. Zenas D.
uniformed police also
Hartshorn as a
took part in this responsibility. Mrs
Sumner C. Pattee as the pianist was the
life and spirit of it all as sue selected her

Special Prices

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Covell of Gardiner
have taken the E. L. Macomber residence

supper

ton, had his residence burglarized last
night. He lost his gold watch—a Hamilton—and my daughter her purse with a
small sum of money. I lost my
gold the game. The other guests were Mrs.
watch and chain, also my wallet with a
Ralph H. Dunbar. Mrs. Virgil L. Hall,
small sum. I keenly feel the loss of
my Mrs. N than H. Small and Mrs. Thomas
watch not only for its value, but more
E. nowker.
for the association, as it was a present
The certificate of organization of the
from my brother Cutter about
thirty Greeley Motor Company of Seamport
years ago.” Mr. Sibley also spoke of a
was recorded in the Waldo Registry of
bold burglary oniy a few blocks from
Deeds on Nov. 16th.
The company wil1
them the same night.
sell, deal in, ai d repair motor vehicles of
The City Government has received a ail
kinds, will operate and deal in supletter from Paul D. Sargent, Chief Engi- plies and accessories.
The capital stock
neer of the State Highway
Commission, is $10,000; common stock, $5,000; preadvising that the City Government’s ferred stock, $5,000; capital stock paid
letter of Oct. 14th asking for the budding in,
$400; par value of shares, $100.
of a tarvia road from Brown’s Corner to Charles
J., C. U., C. E. and Evelyn
H. W. Clark’s residence on Northport Greeley have one share each. Charles
Avenue, has been considered by the J., C. U. and C. E. Greeley are directors;
Highway Commission and that a survey Charles J. is the president; C. U., the
of the road will be made at once and the treasurer and Evelyn Greeley the clerk.
road built, if possible.
This leaves about
The New York Times of Nov. 14th has
one-half mile to connect with the tarvia
the following interesting paragraph in its
road on High Street and rhe City Govreport of the International Conference,
ernment will undertake to co-operate
as Admiral Wm. V. Pratt of this city
with the State Highway Commission
was concerned in Mr. Hughes’ plan.
It
through its State Aid money next year
was known
that Admiral Pratt worked
in bringing the tarvia road as nearly as
constantly on his last visit home, but no
possible to the completion of that half

The Perfect Radiator

W. Morse of Camden.

dence, R. I., have taken the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Clark on Phoenix Row for the winter, the latter having
gone to Daytona, Fla., for the winter.
Mr. L,ine has charge of the work on the
bridge at the upper dam at Little River.

UIICW

ALL ABOARD.
Miss Laura Musick, a
director for the Rogers Producing Company of Ohio, so well and
favorably

speedway sleds.

;

1st.

The Peirce School have made a Thanksgiving offering of vegetables, fruits, preserves, etc., to the Girls’ Home, The
Hert L. Davis advertises a wonderful
Home for Aged Women and the Waldo
ection of pants to all interested,
The articles
were
oleman Sheldon offers sleigh for sale, County Hospital.
to the school packed in decorated
i. J. Locke & Son calls attention to brought
watches, Nutting baskets much to the delight of the pupils,
r line of jewelry,
lures, etc., to xhe Christmas shopper. who later delivered them in their pony
Mrs. Flora Littlefield publishes a card teams, the school fortunately having a
;

|

a

The general committee will
include Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs.
Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and James H. Howes.
Dec.

wis A. Gannon & Co. advertises
>er storage for batteries,
entral Maine Power Co. suggests dective lamps for Christmas.
the homestead of the late Thomas W.
tier is offered for sale.

|

Pattee will begin

series of six private dancing parties in
Odd Fellows Hall
Thursday evening,

offers

nksgiving specials.

!

music and cards.
Sumner C.

Mrs.

Orrin J. Dickey of Belfast has sold for
Hattie M. Oliver of Oldtown a lot of land
in Temple Heights, Northport, to Henry

Clifford has opened the Checkroom with
Miss Dorothy Jackson imcharge. Clothing and parcels may be ehecited gratis.

Refreshments were Berved. The Club will
meet this, Thursday,
evening with Mrs.

Priced from $4.00 to $8.00

PERFEX

The Colonial Theatre Orchestra this
week are featuring the Oakland Park
March written by Mr. K. P. Chase.

Mrs. Austin J. Jewett entertained the
H. N. P. C, Club last
Thursday evening
at her home on Union street.
The evenHose Company, No. 1, will hold its aning was spent with cards and music. The
nual ball in the Armory the last Friday
prize winners at whht were
Mr^ Ethel in January. It may be possible that the
Pierce Collins and Miss Carrie Newcomb.
entire Fire Department will unite in a

yes,

SATISFACTION

The Colonial Theatre on next Saturday
will abow the Armistice Day celebration
at Washington, D. C.

1

AT NORTON'S GARAGh, HIGH STREET,

BELFAST,

MAINE

fine line of Xmas Cards

LOCKE~&
BELFAST, MAINE

SON

Sleigh for Sale
A sleigh in good condition.
Maine State Prison.

Made in

A FUR COAT
For particulars apply to

COLEMAN SHELDON,
20 Condon Street, Belfast.
Tel. 246-12

FOR SALE

47

IMRS.
23 46

ROY GURNEY,

18 ) High Street, Belfast.

FATHER FOUND TWO-YEAROLD BOY VERY SICK
Was

Resolutions ot

wros wno

Constipated, Thin, No Appetite, Had Swollen
Lips, Stomach Pains

A hardy woodsoi n and enthusiastic
fisherman of Main.-, has a very interesting record to report. He writes: “As a
boy, thirty-seven years ago, I began to
take Dr. 1 rue's Elixir, the Family Laxative
and Worm Expeller. Once after six
months hauling logs, I came out of the
woods and found my two-year-old boy
He was thin, had no appetite
very sick.
had swollen lips, pains in stomach, was
suffering from constipation for months.
“I had not been in the house an hour
when an elderly lady—a good neighbor—
came in and told my wife to get a bottle
of Dr. True’s Elixir, saying she had seen
numbers of similar cases which i'. had relieved.

“My boy

j

America Again Aids Cuba

again.

“I have read in the papers you have to
take a half a dozen bottles of some remedies, but you don’t have to do this with
Dr. True’s Elixir.
Simply a few doses
and then quick relief. The three generations of my family have been kept
healthy
by using it.”

America’s ward, Cuba, has been
lately In the limelight because of Its
election struggles and financial upheaval.
Now It is coming fast Into
prominence again through a revival
of Its prosperity. Help from the United States In practical form, first extended In 1898, Is again the cause. In
General
Cuban-American
history
Enoch H. Crowder, now reconstructing

Symptoms of worms: constipation, offensive breath, swollen upper lip, deranged stomach, occasional pains in the
bowels, pale face, eyes heavy and dull,
short dry cough, grinding of the
teeth,
red points ou the tongue, starting
during
slow
fev
r.
sleep,
Nearly every child and grown-up needs

given a half dozen doses
of Dr. True’s Elixir, when he passed a
lot of worms and right away began to
show improvement; he began soon to eat
with a relish, play around and look
He did not have to take a full
healthy
bottle, and in later years, whenever he a laxative sometime The fond parents
got off his feed, a few doses wou d safeguard the health of their rhildren, as
well as their own, by keeping their bowels
straighten him out quick.
“When I get cons ipated, a couple of in condition. In Dr. True’s Elixir
only
teaspoons of Dr. True's Elixir, the Family pure herbs are used. No harmful drugs
Laxative and Worm Expeller, fix me O. R. Keep the bowels regular by
using Dr.
“My son is grown up now and has a True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
family of six children, and he has practi- Worm Expeller. Get the Family Size.
was

the islund’s finances, bids fair to rank
with General Leonard Wood, who
cleaned up Havana and enforced sanitation after the war of 1898.
But General Crowder has by no
means completed his task.
Continued
in his mission by President Harding,
ne will be retained there until the
job is finally completed. The Cuban
government has just authorized the
appointment of a commission, which
will review the revenue situation of
the island, evolve methods of reducing expenses and of raising more gov-

5-r----
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Century Scientists Have Rubbed
Lamp and Made the Age-old Dream
of Alchemy Come True
(Tola

Whereas, The great and Supreme Ruler
of the universe has in his infinite wisdom
removed from among us one of our worthy
and esteemed sisters, Nettie M. White.
And, whereas, the long and intimate relation held with her in the faithful discharge of her duties in this Auxiliary
makes it eminently befitting that we
record our appreciation of
her; therefore,
Resolved, That the wisdom and ability
which she has exercised in the aid of our
Auxiliary by service, contribution and
counsel, will be held in grateful remembrance.
Resolved, That the removal of «uch a
sister from our midst leaves a vacancy
and a shadow that will be deeply realized
by all members and friends of this Auxiliary, and will prove a serious loss to the
community as well.
Resolved, That with deep sympathy
with the bereaved relatives of the deceased we express our hope that even so
great a loss to us all may be overruled for
good by Him who doetn all things well.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records; a copy
printed in the local paper, and a copy forwarded to the bereaved family.
Stella A. Young,
Rose N. York,
Mattie N moody,
Committee on Resolutions

cally

raised his femily on Dr. True’s
Elixir. The children go out and get hold
of something not good for them. It’s
hard to watch all he children, and so
when they eat something they shouldn’t
and get sick, Dr. True’s Elixir is given
and the family is put in good shape

the
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The linanciul situation with which General Crowder lias had to cope may
be visualized when it is recalled that, when President Zayas assumed the office
of president of Cuba he inherited from former President Menocal a deficit of
$40,000,000, while customs receipts and internal revenues hud been reduced almost to the vanishing point.
■

Lasker Is

Making Changes

No. I
THE AGE OP CHEMISTRY
tne last tew

years the worlc
has been electrified by the vast stride!
made in the field of science by the crewumn

ative chemist. Indeed, within a gener
ation the influence exerted upon the
entire fabric of our civilization fron
within the laboratory has been sc
enormous that we are prepared al
last to accept the oft-repeated statement that we have passed beyond the
age of machinery and have entered
into the more mysterious age of chem-

istry.

Y\ hat this new era is to
bring forth
in the way of scientific
discovery rests
upon conjecture, but certainly, the
miracles performed in the last half
century have been sufficient to warrant
almost any expectancy.
America has heard that Germany’s
.chemists saved her from an early disastrous defeat, both in the field and
in_ the matter of obtaining supplies.
\\ ithout the tremendous
expansion of
her plants for the production of nitrates and ammonia from the air by
processes developed by her great
chemists the war, without question,
would have ended years before it did,
as a result of the exhaustion of
Germany's explosives, if not from the exhaustion of her food supplies because
of the lack of fertilizer for her fields
So great, in fact, have been the accomplishments in the last few years
that scientists now declare that a nation without applied
chemistry will be
'defenseless in war and laggards in

peace.”

&
tcy.O'usly unheard of scientific feats
have been reported from the laboratory, but because of necessity, they

-v-

were

performed

so

quietly they

were

robbed of their glamor and their trappings of romance while lesser achievements on the field of battle and in the
council chambers of diplomats hjve
been hailed by throngs.

Those of us who h.av" lcit the classroom and the
study hall far behind find
it airticult, lacking
technical
knowl-

edge,

to

compre-

hend
this
swift
transition from one
era to another, an

amazing period

when the nations
of the world are

making serious
plans to scrap their

worthless armies

and

navies, depend-

for protection

ing
entirely
subtle

upon

but

the

deadly

agencies

secretly

developed

in chemical
laboratories.
We who are not
chemists
hear
strange tales these
no
days,
less
strange because
they are true, of rubies and amber, ornaments of ivory,

shimmering

silks,

colors of every hue,
and exotic perfume s—once the

precious cargo of
1
from
caravans—produced
ucfcj
suostance as ordinary as coal tar.

a

Truly, chemistry has descended into

the depths of the earth and
extracted
the secret formula of nature.
The

modern researcher, by constant diliand untiring effort, lias
perI9rmed the mysteries which' kept the
alchemist of other centuries
groping
in the dark and
branded him as one
allied with the devil himself. The researcher, in finding in coal tar, not only
things of beauty, but remedies for
most human ills, has outdreained
the
alchemist by transforming a base substance into
something far more precious than gold.
From (his black, sticky mass he
M lady with colors
adorns.
rivalling
nature itself in their barbaric
splendor.
Jle distils perfumes that
equal the jasmine and he makes
terrifying gases
that one day will make war unthinkable.
Thousands of articles upon
which we depend, from TXT to
paving blocks, from altar of roses to fertilizer, and from illumination gas to
royal purple, are derived from the
gence

same

(Released by l'he Institute oi American Business, New ¥ork}
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Waldo Pcmoiia

for the Home.Table, prepared by Alberta
Nickerson. The concluding number of
the program was a question—"Resolved,

Grange,

That greater benelits to our homes and
North Waldo I’cmona was entertained
l country at large will result from woman
1> comet Grange in Swanville Nov. 9th.
suffrage.” The discussion was opened
Tht attendance was less than usual, as
by lr. M. Kimball andO. B. Dow, followed by general discussion. The majority
ttviral of the officers and other members
favored the affirmative.
were detained at home by illness; but a
The hour for closing approached, and
profitable and entertaining meeting rethe visitors expressed their appreciation
sulted.
of the hospitality of Comet Grange in the
customary manner.
The meeting was duly opened with
The meeting was closed with the usual
Worthy Master F. P. Webb presiding and
formality and a selection by the choir.
vacant stations temporarily supplied as
The next meeting will be with Northern
follows: Overseer, O. B. Dow; Lecturer,
Light grange, Winterport, Dec 7th, instead of the 15th. Address of welcome,
FloAlice Nickerson; Ceres, Maude Dow;
W S. Clarke. Response, D M. Kimra, Minnie Thayer and Lady Steward,
ball. Remarks, A. L. Blaisdell. Origi
Celia Nickerson. The choir rendered munal poem, Annie B. Clements. Question,
bic and the remainder of the forenoon
"Resolved, That if the majority of farmsession was occupied with the regular ers would put the same amount of work
on
half the land the. results would be
business routine. The Grange voted to
more satisfactory.”
C. C. Clements and
send the Master and the Pomona to the A. C. Edmond to open the question.
meeting of the State Grange in Portland,
Dec. 13 15.

CASTORIA

A recess was taketi at this time and an
abundant dinner served under the aus-

For Infants and Children

of Comet Grange. The customary
social hour followed and in due season
pices

the meeting was re-assemb!ed in the 5th
degree and the choir again sang. An excellent address of welcome

was

extended

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

|

by H. F. M. Phillips. After voicing the I
sentiments of the entertaining Grange in I
.fraternal words of greeting, Mrs. Phillips l
read an interesting selection—Will the
Grange Survive? C. C. Clement appropriately res ionded in behalf of the visitAn original poem by Celia Nickerors.
son was followed with a reading by Minnie Thayer. A five-minute talk on “What
Does Your Community Mean to You?” !
was by A.T. Nickerson, who presented hig i
views on this subject in a comprehensive l
and interesting manner. Alice Nickerson
was called upon and responded with a
fine reading and Doris Thayer read an instructive paper—Books and Magaxines

of
the
Separation
Emergency
Fleet corporation from the United
States shipping board in order to permit the fleet corporation to assume
control of the operation of ships and
of the property of the corporation,
and leave the board free to develop
its regulatory powers as contemplated
by the Jones merchant marine act. is
announced by A. D. Lasker, chairman
of the board (portrait herewith) with
the approval of President Harding.
Chairman Lasker anti the 'other
members of the shipping board resigned its trustees of the emergency
corporation. Joseph W. Powell, who
has been serving as a vice president
and general manager, was elected president of* the corporation. T. L. Clear,
formerly treasurer of the Panama
canal, was elected as treasurer of the
fleet corporation to succeed It. W.

Signature of

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always
Bears the
Thereby Promoting Di$ssh<#

WATCHFUL

The widening influence of internationalism already is beginning to eradicate the national characteristics that
once
sharply differentiated womenfolk of the world, according to Miss
Jane Addams of Hull House, who returned to Chicago recently from a
four-months’ tour of Europe.
Miss
Addams, who is president of the Wornan's International League for Peace
and Freedom, which held its third
convention in Vienna, was acclaimed
in her pilgrimage through Europe as
“the foremost woman of America.”
“It is a very striking fact that
there are few marked characteristics
that differentiate the women of the
world today," said Miss Addams.
underlying similarity of all women evOf course,
erywhere is remarkable.
there are differences of manners and
dress, but those are superficial. Wornen delegates from 31 nations of the
earth were at our conference in VI-

'•*U*

!*o‘r

!

I

j

Liiui

universal

!

likeness seemea

that]
j

Payne

j

John
Barton
Appointment
Payne, former secretary of the Interior
ami chairman of the shipping hoard,
as chairman of the central committee
of the American Red Cross, has been
announced at the White House.
He
took office October 15, succeeding Dr.
Livingston Farrand, who has resigned
as chairman.
Mr. Payne accepted the appointment on condition that he would serve
without salary.
Since his retirement
from the cabinet he has practically
given up professional life, and will
give all of ids time to Red Gross work.
Announcement of the acceptance was
made through President Harding, official head of the Red Cross.
4 Dr. Farrand, the retiring chairman, lias been elected president of
Cornell university. He was president
of tlie University of Colorado, 1014-19.
He succeeds Jacob G. Sehurman, who
Is United States minister to China.
judge rayne was born in 1855 In Virginia, where tie practiced taw and
served on the bench. He went to Chicago in 1883. where he also served as
judge of the Superior court. He has long served as president of the Board of
South Park •commissioners.

Five room house, good location, lights,
running water. Terms if desired.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

For Sale

2w46Pythian Block, Belfast,

WANTED
A woman for general housework; must
be a good cook. Apply to
46

MRS. W, M. RANDALL,
-26 Church Street

A COTTAGE AND LOT at Swan Lake.
For particulars apply to

MRS. GEORGE A. PALMER,
tf46

|§
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Burns and many other comtroubles. For more than B
a
century generation after E
generation has praised Its B
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c. ■

Lafly GuTBivVntir
To canvass the homes of Belfast for
the sale of useful household articles.
W. O. McKILLIP,
2w46*
Room 1, Colonial, Btlfast.

PKOBAir_INCMIUS

of

FOR RENT or
FOR SALE

jp

Monroe, Maine.

J?

resulting ihercfrMtjcMW1 j
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Facsimile Sidnatureo*

To all persons interested in either ol the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Walco, or the second Tuesday of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one. The
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereot be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of December, A. D, 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
toe Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of December, A. D. 1921,at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.

Mary H. Smith. late of Prospect, deceased,
Will and petition for probate thereof a^d that
letters testamentary issue to Almira P. Ginn,
she being the executrix named therein and
pr sents said petition.
Application that no
bond be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Jennie

Will and

Carrow. late of

Belfast, deceased.

probate

thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to Wyatt R
Carrow. be being the executor named therein
and presents said^petition.
Application that
no bond be required from said executor is contained in the petifion for probate thereof.

petition

for

Thomas W. Pitcher, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to Clement W.
Wescott ana Robert F. Dunton, they being
the executors named therein and present said
petition.
Olive E. Ames, late of Thorndike, deceased,
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters .testamentary issue, to Carl S. Coffin,
he being the executor named therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond
be required from said executor is contained in
the petition for probate thereof,

Freeman Ritchie, late of Monroe, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Mary E. Ritchie,
she being the executrix named therein and
presents said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate thereof,

Estate of Benjamm F, Pendleton, late oi
I Searsport. Petition of Benjamin F. Colcord,
the surviving trustee under the will of said
Benjamin F. Pendleton, that he may resign
said trust.

|

CASTORIA
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

Belfast,

be

frnm said executor is containe

Notice is hereby givtn that the ft lew.u
appointments have been made by the Pn La
Court, within and ior the Corn ty of Wa.i
State of Maine:
Estate of Manson O George, late of Pr
Burton O. George of Prospect apj
peer..
ed executor November 8. A. D. 1921.
Estate of Otis R. Patterson, late of
Lulu N. Patterson appointed tx.
<
November 8. A. 1). 1921,

ville.

j

Estate of Maurice
Annie R. Getchell of
rninistratrix de bonis
1921

Cal),

of

late

,.
.>

Estate of W ilmont F. Ham, .ate of Jack
Fred W. Ham of Thorndike appointed a
[ istrator November 8, A D. 1921.
I Estate of Asa Higgins, late of Belfast
1 Frank I Wilson of Helfast
appointed adminis
trator November 8, A D. 1921.
Estate
of
Helen
.V.
Pierce, late of Pr.
|
Everetc Pierce of Bueksport appoint)
a
miuis'trator Novtmber 8. A. D. 1921

|

Dated at Belfast, in said County of
and 8'tate of Maine, this 15th dav uf N
her. A. D. 1921.
C HAS. E JOHNSON, Regis:

Probate [Notices
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, v
and for the County of Waldo, on the 8
of November, A. D. 1921.

Lula A Cushman, widow and heir of
v
estate ot Chester B. Cushman,
Montville, iu said County of Waldo, deceahaving presented a petition praying t
E. Bowler of Palermo in the County of W h
the

other person be appointed
trator of the estate of said deceased,

Estate of Henrietta B. Drake, late of Frankhirst and final account presented for
allowance by Lillian H. Parker, administratrix.
Estate of Michael C. Stevens, late of Jackson.
Petition of Annie B. Stevens, widow,
that an allowance may be made to her out of
the personal estate of said deceased.
Estate of Ethel E, Call, late of 1 roy. Peti-

or some

giving bond.
Ordered, That the said petitioner g
to all persons interested by causing

a

z

dir.
w

v

?

{l

published three Week.- ;-u
sively, inTh Republican Journal, a newspa
in
published Belfast, that they may ap:
this order

to

be

Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
and for said County, on the 13th da\
cember, A. D. 1921, at ten of the clock
noon, i.nd show cause, if ary they have,
the prayer of said petitioner should

tion of Annie R. Getchell,
administratrix, that
she may t e licensed to sell and convey at
private sale certain real estate situated in said
Troy, belonging to said deceased and desc.-ibed
in said petition.

granted.

w*

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

of Free-

dom. Petition of Henrietta W:oodbury, widow

A true copy.

Estate of Nathan P. Libby, late of Unity,
First and final account presented for allowby Ella H, Libby, administratrix.

roACyVjU 1 IV1A O

that an allowance may be made to her out of
the personal estate of said deceased.

ance

R.

Madison appoint*
non November 8

I
I

fort.

Woodbury, late

required

Estate of Lizzie G. Dodge, late of Islet-:
Petition of Robert I*'. Dunton, administrat.
de h< nis non, with the will amuxed. for cete:
mination of collateral inheritance tax.

tor.

Charles P,

CITT.

the petition for probate thereof.
ELLERY ROW LIEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the » rigina!. Attest:
CHAS. K. JOHNSON. Rtgisti

thereof,
Caroline M. Cutter, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and petition for
probate thereof and
that Ie.ters
testamentary issue to Francis J.
btarrett, he being the executor named therein
“nd presents said
petition. Maria I). Pierce
named as co executor
having deceased,
Sarah A. hoy. late of
Palermo, deceased*
Petition that Martha Anna
Bryant or some
other suitable person
he
may
appointed admin
istrator of said estate.
Application that no
bond be required from said
administrator is
contained in the petition for
p ollute thereof
Petition presented by said Martha Anna
Bryant, an heir at law of said deceased.
Estate of Mary A. French, late of Lincolnville.
hirst and final account
presented for
allowance by John R. Dunton, administrator.
Estate of Frederick C. Kane, late of
Boston,
in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts First
and final account presented for
allowance byAlma A. Kane, executrix.
Estate of Lorenzo Pendleton, late of Isb
boro.
First and final account presented for
allowance by Frank W. Sh-man, executor.
Estate of Eliza A. Bacon, late of
Unity.
Frial account presented for
allowance by
Alonz > Bacon, administrator.
Estate of Walter E.
Warren, late of Jackson.
First and final acc >unt
presented for
allowance by Ruby E. Warren, executor.
Estate of Emma F. Patterson, late of Belfast. First and final account
presented for
allowance by Frank Herbert Hall, executor.
Estate of Hamlin Burkett, late of
Belfast,
hirst and final account
presented for allowance by Abbie M,
Thompson, administratrix.
Estate of Emma B. Fames, late of Stockton
Springs, First and final account presented for
allowance by Benjamin M. Eames. executor.
Estate of Sylvan us C.
Patterson, late of
W interport, hirst and final account
presented
for allowance by Warren b.
Grant, administra-

NEW YORK

he being the executor named therein and
pr.
merits said petition.
Application that no t

Leonard Clark, late of
Winterport, decens
ed
Will and petition for probate thereof
and
that letters testamentary issue to
Maria Clark,
sh< being the executrix named
therein and
presents said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executrix
is contained in, the petition for
probate

instate of

an

Now Heads Red Cross

B

j

^oss OF

»

Charles F- Swift, late of
deceased
Will and petition for
probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to
Ralph I Morse
he being the executor named
therein and presents said petition.

J1
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outstanding tact.
g
Miss Addams was optimistic concerning the future of the woman’s league, I
the purpose of which she says is to “organize women of every nation so
effective pressure may be brought to hear upon the governments of the
world]
with a view to forestalling all future wars,”
ciuu

equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Colic, Chills, Strains, Cuts,

A helpful Remedy for

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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This famous old anodyne has
no

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
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Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success
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is: 7 Constipalion and Diarrhoea.
and
HfJ.o ’’j and Feverishness
SLEEP
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EYES!

Grandma knows
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safeguarding the health of a
son and daughter and
grand- 1
children,

of

Mineral. Not Narcotic

ifS
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“The Colonel s Lady and—7
j

Signature

neither Opium, Morphine
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Belfast and Islesboro friends of the groom:
Miss Violet Huthinson Porter, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Porter of Stone
street, and Joseph Everard Smith of Belfast were married Friday evening in the
fS cond Congregational church by Rev.
Frederick. T. Parsons, pastor of the church
in the presence of 100 triends and relatives.
Miss Eva May Chapman of East Corinth
and Samuel T. Moulton of Portland attended the couple. The bride wore a very
attractive gown of white satin with a veil
caught up with pearls. She carried a
shower bouquet. The bridesmaid wore a
handsome gown of white lace over silk
and carried bouquet of pink carnations.
An arch of green and white with a lattice
gateway for the bridal party added much
to the beauty of the
ceremony. A wedding bell of rose petals filled with rose
petal confetti hung iu the arch and fell on
the couple after the ceremony.
Miss
Mabel Hammons, organist in the Second
Congregational church, played the wedding march and several other selections.
Following the ceremony, an informal reception was given Mr. and Mrs. Smith in
the Stone street home of the bride’s parents.
About foity of the guests remained for the reception, at which
dainty
refreshments were served. The bride is
very well known in Brewer and has many
friends who extended their best wishes
file groom is the son of Mrs. Arthur
Beach of East Belfast and is employed in
Old Town. Many useful and beautiful
gifts in cut glass, silver and china were
received by Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Among
the gifts was a handsome electric table
lamp from some of the bride’s neighbors.

corporation long enough to assist Mr. Clear in becoming familiar with thel!
routine of the office. A successor to Alonzo Tweedale, controller, was not
an-|
nounced, but one will be appointed shortly..
President Powell of the Emergency Fleet corporation will serve without
salary, but will be paid $1 a year to meet the requirements of the law. It was
said that he had earned as much us $300,000 in one year in private pursuits.

j Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains
nor

Efe
5»; 2

Boiling.

substance.

As recently as 1700 a man who dared
to say that he could produce a
ruby
Irom a iump of coal would have been
accused of practicing"the black art and
doubtless would have ended his career
gt the stake.
In three centuries we
have gone far.
To-day we accept
these miracles but few of us know
how the miracles are wrought. And
yet there is no mystery.
t
The succeeding sketches will show
how the accidental
discovery of an
English boy at work in a laboratory in
1850 started the development of creative chemistry, and will tell how it
is possible to produce a silk purse, a
bottle of perfume, the colors of the
rainbow, a variety of medicines, foodstuffs and poisons, all from the same
material,

ForInftLnts_andChildren.

The Brewer correspondent of the Bangor Commercial under date of Nov. 12th
gives the following of interest to many

tire revenue machinery of the government. General Crowder will be an exofficio member of this commission, will sit with it at every session and will be
Its chief adviser.

|

emu

SMITH-PORTER

In

Eight Sketches)
By JOHN RAYMOND

Respect.

Attest:
E.

Johnson. Reg
IV.

IMU

L..
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j hereby gives notice that she has beer, du
j pcinted executrix of the last will arm
merit

Petition of

of

Sylvia Bagley, guardian of WarSARAH L. BEIDER, late of Searsn.
Foster Videtto. To change his name to
Warren Foster Bagley.
| in the County of Waldo, deceased. A \.
Frances W. Jenkins, late of Worcester, in Bona having demand? against the estate
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceas- ! said deceased are desired t« present th«
lor settlement, and all ir.uebted there'
ed.
A certain instrument, being an authenti
cated copy of the last will and testament and ; requested to make pa>merit immediat
ELECTA M. ROBBi:
the probate thereof of Frances W. Jenkins, I
Searsmont. Me., Oct. 11. 1921.
with a petition that said will
be allowed
ren

may

and recorded and letters testamentary issue to
Charles Douglas Wheeler and Moses Allen
Wheeler, executors named therein. Application that no bond be required from said executors is contained in the petition for probate
ihe A. B. W hitten Homestead, locaU
thereof. Said petition being presented by said
Charles Douglas Wheeier and Moses Allen i at East Northport, on shore road opr. s.t

For

Wheeler.

Eben W. Blanchard, late of Boston, County
of Suffolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
A cettain instrument purporting to be an au- j
thenticated c< py of the last will and testa- j
ment and probate thereof of Eben W. Blanchard, with a petition praying that said cot y of j
said will may be allowed, filed and recorded in
|
the Probate Court for Waldo County and that
|
letters of administration with the will annex- I
ed be issued to Nettie B Merrill without giving surety ou her official bond. Petition presented by said Nettie B. Merrill.

|

Herbert H. Felker, late of Searsport, deWill and petition for probate thereof
ceased.
and that letters .testamentary issue to Lillian
B.; Felker, she ;being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate

thereof..

Frances Ade ia Sargent, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters of administration, with the
will annexed, be granted to Jessie S. Pattee of
Belfast, The executrix named in said will
having declined the trust; Petition presented
by said Jessie S. Pattee.
Estate of Maurice B. Call, late of Troy. Petition of Annie R. Getchell, administrator de
bonisjnon, that she may be-licensed to sell and
convey at private sale certain real estate situated in Troy, in the County of Waldo, belonging to said deceased and described in saia petion. l
Estate of Daniel M. McFarland, late of Montville. First and final account presented for

allowance by Elizabeth S. McFarland,
trix.

execu-

Estate of Benjamin F. Pendleton, late of
Searsport. Petition of B. F, P. Nichols and
Winifred Nichols Stevens that James P. Nichols of Searsport may be appointed trustee under the will of said Benjamin F. Pendleton, to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Benjamin F. Colcord, the surviving trustee.
Robert T. Tyler, late of Frankfort, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
lettera teatamentary iaeue to Frank L. Tyler,

Sale

postoffice.
Good sea view, easy access to the
three and one-half acres of good tiling*
about fifty apple trees in bearing; build:: g
.r
good repair; situated near school and
and about one mile from Northport Cam;.
furniture and a complete equipn
g round,
for a home can be bought with the h«-r?
g
if desired. Cottage at Birch Crest be:<
to the same tstale is also 'or sale Api
JOHN R DUNTON or
RALPH I. MO KB!•:
4w’44
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, \!<

YOUNG WOMEN WANTED
w:i;.
Wm. Rnowlton & Sons, Mfrs
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies
children’s hats at their plant in V\ cst t i
ton, Mass. Good pay and exceilei or
\
portunity for ambitious girls. Idea
ing conditions Transportation advai
For further information communicau
once with Max II Golden, 102 Exrlta
44U
St., Portland, Me.
>

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays. 3

Boston to Savannah

First Class Passenger Fares, Boston

$67.24
s.,.T„Uw."J $36.65To Jacksonville
To St. Petersburg

$51.28
•&j”d $95.25

SS $42.82

^pd $78-33

Including meals and stateroom
accommodation.'
War TaxH% additional

I^vdro-electic Plant at Skowhegan
f
■

IIII11

jje capacity of the new Hydro-electric
been increased
t at Showhegan has
arlv 20 per cent by the completion on
tunlay, Nov. 12th, of the dim across
North Channel of the Kennebec River
2 months after the work was

Oil

HAD INDIGESTION SO BAD HE COULD
NOT EAT ANYTHING WITHOUT,

js a feat, that for uniqueness and
ulty of design, rapidity of construcand quality of workmanship has
'Ivfj been equalled in this state.
fl> the latter part of August of this
S. Wyman, General Manager,
.... \V.
mg that if the Central Maine Power
its wonderful
j- am was to maintain
of supplying electric powef to any
of
our
any part
territory at’any
would be necessary to compensate
e loss of power due to the unprece...I low water condition by increasing
rating head on the new plant at
s

\

..

SUFFERING AFTERWARDS
“Tanlac has relieved me of a bad case
of indigestion and rheumatism that had
kept me in misery for five years,” declares Charles Farwell, an employee of
the Androscoggin and Kennebec Railroad
living at 26 State street, Augusta, Me.
“I suffered from indigestion so bad it
took all the joy out of life. I couldn’t
eat a thing without having terrible pains
in the pit of my stomach and the gas
pressed around my heart until I thought
it would stop beating. At night I often
woke up fighting for breath. I also suffered a great deal from rheumatism especially in my legs and back, and the awful
pain together with the gas on my stomach, made it impossible for me to get very
much rest at night.
“Tanlac Beemed to be exactly what I
needed for I felt better right from the
start and soon had a fine appetite and
could eat anything I wanted and never
suffered a particle from pains in the
stomach, and 1 haven’t been troubled
with gas since I finished my first bottle.
All signs of rheumatism have left me and
I haven’t an ache or a pain of any sort in
I’m not a bit nervous now and
my body.
sleep all night without ever waking up.
Although I’m working unusually hard
just now I feel fine all the time.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint; A: M. Ross, Lincolnville; Searsport Drug Co., and by the
leading druggists in every town.

egan.
for this work

were given the
ruction Department of the Central
on
the evening of
ower
Company
u, e l
<ust 25th, of this year, and at six
the following morning W. G Elliott,
ruction Supt., had 65 men at work.
i,ad already been completed by the
s
rerring Department under the diof J. A. Leonard, Designing and
iructing Engineer of the Central
Power Co., and on the evening the
H for the work was issued, a progress
: .:le was made calling for the comple
the work on Nov. 14, just 212
ers

■

I

I'niiis

away.

lules of materials were prepared
the day following the start all orr stone, cement, lumber, structureel, steel, steel girders, Taint.or
all the multitudi.. sate hoists and
letails required for construction
',f this magnitude were ordered.
iently did the purchasing departperate, that in spite of short no;!ie work w-as not held up a single
from lack of supplies or material.
; e new North Cliannel dam, owing to
(licult conditions to be provided
The
uf extremely novel design.
<■ River at Skowhegan has a rec'he enormous flow in flood times,
ilUO cubic feel per second. The
mated in the heart of a busy and
us
city and the banks of the
bordered with thriving factospensive business blocks, and
me
homes, which must at any
protected from damage by floods,
therefore, necessary to maintain
ie sized channel for the flood flows
sted under the old conditions and
same time carry the water level
rdinary river flow at the highest
so that every ounce of
j... : le point,
;;i the river could be utilized,
tion of the old dam had been re1P07 by replacing the old timber
:th a heavy concrete spillway.
ncrete work was utilized by conits crest concrete
piers
ic
i on
reinforced with steel at intervals
,eet,, these piers, carrying a conAs the water level had to
Ige.
'ored to its original condition at
but
raised 12 feet at low
miter
a removable dam (and it should be
;bered that a 12 foot dam as ordiuilt of stone or concrete is quite
ran be lifted clear of the concrete
of the old dam and allowed to
iwn stream permRting the flood
This is accomio flow beneath.
by hanging heavy steel 1 beams,
..lanchions, from the bridge, the
turn supporting
timber'
ns in
irds of the required height.

Transfers in Real Estate
The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Nov. 17,
John W.

Bailey, do.;

Bailey, Monroe,

to Lester J.

land in Monroe.

Delia S. Morse, Liberty, et als,. to Ora
W. Jones, Searsmont; land and buildings
in Liberty.
Berta Edgar Rich, Lewiston, to Jacob
M. Hatch, Brownfield; land and buildings
in Montville.
E. A.

Maddocks, Dolgeville,

N.

Y.,

et

al., to John Smith, Troy; land and buildings in Troy.
Bernice E. Marsh, Lewiston, to Charles
W. Marsh, Islesboro; land and buildings
in Islesboro.

Alice L. Woodbury, Northfield, to Sadie
J. Stephenson and Mary Woodbury, Belfast, et al.; land in Belfast.
James J. Clement, Montville, to Clara
Lola Rowell, do.; land and buildings in
Montville.
Minnie I.

Reed, Belfast, to Harry S.

Harriman, Searsport; land in Searsport.
Daniel I. Robertson, Belfast, to Henry
S. Harriman, Searsport; land and buildings in Searsport.
Velzora E. Ripley, Montville, to Charles
L. Oxton, do.; land and buildings in Montville.

Alice 1. Dodge, freedom, to rerley C.
Cross, Montville; land and buildings in

Montville.

Bertha E. Nealley, Monroe, to Agnes S.
Watson, do. j land in Monroe.
Will R. Howard, Belfast, to Ben Ames
Williams, Newton, Mass.; land in Belfast.
Annie L. Barr, Belfast, to Jennie S.
Chapin, Boston; land in Belfast.
Anson P. Ellingwood, Swanville, to
Altred W, Curtis, do.; land in Swanville.
James W. Nickerson, Swanville, to Alfred W. Curtis, do.; land in Frankfort.
Fred H. Brown, Brooks, to Frank R.
York, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Elmer R. Elwell, Admr., Northport, to
Ralph E. Cooper, Belfast; land and buildings in Northport.

Ralph L. Cooper, Belfast, to Elmer R.
Elwell, Northport; land and buildings in
Northport.
George W. Heal, Eincolnville, to Ai
Young, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
James

Mahoney, Lincolnville,

to Ai

Young, do.; land and buildings in Lin-

colnville.

j

Emma L. Trask et al., Albion, to Josie
E. Arno, do.; land in Freedom.
Merton L. Fogg, Brooks, to A. B. Payson, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
George E. Gilmore, Burnham, to Leon
E. McNelly, do.; land and buildings in
Burnham.
Abel W.

Spaulding, Albion, to F. A.

McAllister, Burnham; land in Burnham.
Jeremiah G. Abbott, Knox, to Anna W.
Abbott, do.; land and buildings in Knox.
Elmer Flanders, Morrill, to Robie Mears,

do.; land in Morrill.
Robie Mears, Morrill, to F. S. Richards,
do,; land in Morrill.
Ira T. Cunningham, Burnham, to Chas.
E. Libby, do.; land in Burnham.
Belfast Realty Co., Belfast, to Amos
M. Partridge, do.; land and buildings in
Belfast.
umma

m.

oracned, Belfast, to Fred
Gross, do.; land in Belfast.
Arthur Ritchie, Belfast, to Fred Gross,
do.; land in Belfast.
John A. Gilmore, Belfast, to Fred O.
Gross, do.; land in Belfast.
E. D. Parmenter, Palormo, to Violet E.

Watson, Skowhegan; standing

Charles W. Gibbs, Brooks, to Henry G.

M’l. R. Q. MERRICK PROMOTED.

Karn, do.; land in Brooks.
Walter E. Gibbs, Bangor, to Henry G.
friends of Mrs. Romaine Q. MerKarn, Brooks; land in Brocks.
formerly Elmira Panno of Stockton
Louise Bowden, Brooks, to R. S. Little:'Us, will be interested to learn of her held,
Waldo; standing timber in Brooks.
•'and’s promotion. In a recent letter
Vesta A. Bridges, Unity, to Oressa
^ends at Stockton Springs from Warren, Boston; land in Freedom.
Amariah Trimm, Islesboro, to Newell
■renvilie, S. C., she said that Capt.
‘‘^nck, for more than fifteen years a R. Trimm, do.; land and buildings in
1

officer and more recently superof field forces in the Prohibition decent of that State, has been
promot*

General Federal Prohibition Inspec*
ind assigned to the wettest
spot in
nited States, the city of New York.

Merrick

Sherman, Belfast,

»

'senville exchange speaks in highest
1,8 of
his qualifications for the office.

CASTORIA

castors

a

Be Overcome.
“These troubles being blowne over,
and now all being compacte togeather
in one shipe, they put to sea againe
with a prosperous wlnde, which continued diverce days togeather, which
some

FOR FLETCHER’S

it,

Tell

ft.

down—just about where it
used to be before the war.
SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS

W. L COOK

Thanksgiving, Ix>rd, Thanksgiving!
For thy bounty unto us.;
For the gracious yields of ripened .fields
That are so marvelous.
For the summer’s golden promise
That the fruitful autifrpn bore,
Thy people raise the voice of praise—
Thanksgiving evermore!

!

-ESTHER CLARK HILL.

Thanksgiving

Lore.

To entirely prepare a Thanksgiving
dinner Is a sign that you will have a
house of your own before another

rhar.ksgivlng.

I |

Melt Vicks in a spoon
and inhale the medicated vapors. Apply frequently up the nostrils.
Use freely before going
to bed.

FLOUR

cemetery.
profit.

place them on your
One continuous process'and

You avoid the high

cost of stock, the high
and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

FOR SALE
A limited

A. S, HEAL,

quantity of board

fo
building purposes. This lumber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced

plank, 2x4, etc., suitable

prices.

Bridge St., Belfast,

HILLS,
Belfast, Maine

AppleBoxes

We have them all nailed
ready for use and in
No waiting,
shooks.
come and get as’many
as you need—one or one
up

hundred.

Kendall

We have the two popular sizes, 18x18x7 and

IO2XII2XI8.

MATHEWS BROS.

|

COMMERCIAL SCRATCH
Value

i

I have resumed the magazine subscription
work and will be very glad to take care
of your subscriptions for any magazines
which you require.

liberty bonds
Bought—Sold—Exchanged
MAURICE W. LORD
Belfast, Maine
1

IIAIR

GROWER
MILDREDINA HAIR
REMEDY grows hair
quickly, removes dandruff, darkens gray or
faded hair, stops falling
uni makes it beautiful.
75o and -51.25 u> bottla*

Mildred Louise Co.,

Mai,ten

ia.

maua.

number of fowls it Is often better for
him to buy commercial mixed feeds.
The average farmer, however, should
feed home-grown grains supplemented
with mill feeds and meat scrap, and
the large poultrynmn usually can mix
his own feeds to best advantage.

AlGOLAPlLLS

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sicl: Headache
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmaca! Co., sole proprietor, p. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Regulate

Dr .M. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MNSONIG TEMPLE.

Depend
and

ground grains are prepared for poultry feeds, but the value of any mixed
commercial feed depends
its
upon
composition and the quality of the
grains used In Its preparation. If a
poultry raiser does not produce any
grain and keeps a comparatively small

_

tf45

Any Mixture Will
Its Composition
Quality of Grains.

GRAIN

A large number of commercial mixtures both of scratch grains and nf

MAUDE ELLIS BUSSE,
21 Union St., Belfast

Hayf rd Block,

of

Upon

mlGfZINE SOBSCKIPTIONS

j

UWhitney

Portland,Maine

ROOM 3

MILK !

FURS AND DEER SKINS ■
It
Bought at Highest Ma ket Prices
All shipments of furs are held seven days I
and If onr valuation is not satisfactory we ■
■
return your furs and
#
I
PAY ALL FY PIN SIN
RAW

I

PORTLAND

FOR SALE
Low Drice second nand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

CO..
13t45

I

Hair Remover
A smooth hairless skfa for every
may he had with the aid of A
little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
iv little Medol with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
you can wash the hairs right off.
Medol is sold in GOc and $1.00 bottles.
American Proprietary Syndicate.
Malden 43. Mass.
woman

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
45tf
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me.

RENDERING

Portlane, Maine.

I would like to secure customers for 4
or 50 quarts of rich
wholesome milk, I
from young healthy cows.
Morning deHENRY
B. LADD
livery.
j
Tel. 178 16
3w45

Catarrhal Colds.

Ooer 17 Million Jan UnJ Yearly

Me.

MILTON B.

n2l<

A. A. Howes & Co. pay the cost of a
trial by refunding your money if Hyomei
fails to relieve that cough or cold you

haAe.

ledge in the quarry,

freight

Telephone 223-3

LIEAD COLDS

lot in the
one small

Tel. 61-3

are

Thanksgiving, Lord. Thanksgiving!
For Thy hosts in ev'ry clime
And ev’ry land, where’er they stand,
Thanksgiving through all time!

TELL

cut, polish, finish, letter and

License 377.

Thanksgiving, Lord, Thanksgiving!

For all Thy ships at sea
That bear afar the brave that
In service unto Thee.

WILLIAM

We take them from the

j
Licensed Embalmer

Belfast, Maine.

OF

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

Thanksgiving. Lord, Thanksgiving!
For the blessings of our days;
For the joy that sings through homtH
things
In the common trodden ways.
For life and love and plenty,
For laughter and for tears;
For Thy wise plan of good to man,
Thanksgiving through the years!

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

your

Yes, the price is

GIVE THANKS FOR ALL.

Getting Away..

rich, tooth-

Don’t say you can’t do it. Try WILLIAM
TELL and you’ll find that you'can—with
We are so confident
ease and with pleasure.
that you’ll succeed with WILLIAM TELL
that we will absolutely guarantee satisfaction.

tory “of Plimouth Plantation,” record
the final setting out of the Mayflower
from Plymouth on September 16, 300
years ago. It Is with this passage that
he opens his ninth chapter, that wherein he deals “of their vioage, & how
they passed the sea, and of their safe
arrivall at Cape Codd.” In many ways
LIFTED ABOVE ALL NATIONS
it is one of the most interesting
ehnpters in one of the most interesting Surely Americans Have Abundant
books in the language. For although
Reasons for Giving Thanks to the
details are few, and the narrative, as
Bestower of Our Blessings.
ever, is calm and niatter-nCfaot. it
The history of Thanksgiving day
presents just those essentials which
enable each one to fashion for himself has been told innumerable times in
a satisfying picture of his own.
song and story, from pulpit and platform and In the press.
Ihe first Impression to fie gained
From the
from the record is, perhaps, one of the time of its first, celebration 800 years
great labor and great slowness of this ago men and women and children of
passage of the sea. At first there was this nation have heard the message of
the fair wind and a clear sky. and the serious purpose of this commemoif there was some sadness as the coast rative day.
No less mindful than
of Devon was finally lost to sight In were our fathers are we today of the
the September mist, there was much sacredness of its purpose.
thankfulness, too, and joyful looking
True, in days gone by it was a
forward, and, as Bradford puts it, much more simple event.
In the early
“some Incouragmente.” The high seas days of its origin, a little settlement
in 1020 were, however, not hospitable here
and
another
there
rendered
to the little Mayflower. Three hundred thanks to the Deity for the blessing*
years ago she was still plowing her
they- felt He had bestowed upon them.
way westward, with the long-loolced- And they were simple blessings *for
for land still hundreds of miles ahead.
the most part.
Gratitude for the gifts
Nevertheless, the worst of her troubles which Nature had handed them; rewere over, for It was about mid-At- i joicing that in an alien world they
lantic that, with the fair winds and | were none the less happy and conweather of her setting out almost for- | tented—these were the returns for
gotten In the storms that had fol- which they gathered in family groups
lowed, the Mayflower came so near to give thanks.
to turning hack once more toward
Nature has not withheld from us
For days she had been this year her customary bounty. Our
England.
tossed about and buffeted with gross harvests have been gratifying; we do
winds and “many fierce stormes.” Tier not in this regard lack cause for reNor indeed is our present
upper works were leaking, and one of joicing.
was
the
main
beams
state in matters that do not pertain
amidships
“bowed & craked.” The whole ship, merely to harvests and fields of grain,
indeed, “was shroudly shaken," and one that is altogether without splendid
there was some fear that she would prospects for great achievement.
By
never he able to perform her voyage.
a combination of circumstances we are
thereA serious consultation was,
today the one nation in the world to
fore. held between the pilgrims and whom her sister nations may look for
the master and his crew, and some aid and comfort in their hour of need.
were for returning rather than cast
As potential world power for good,
themselves into “inevitable perill.” America has reason to be grateful for
But, in the end, when the master de- the privileged position it holds among
clared he was sure of his ship below her sister nations.
That is at least
her bearings, and the ship's carpenter one cause for national thanksgiving.
declared that he could make her
sound above, the seamen, faced with
the fact that it was as far back to
England as it was to America, con-

No

crisp, flaky

as
as

cake—think of it

make with

jit,

lncouragmente unto them.”
So does William Bradford, In Ills his-

was

to Edward

A. Wadsworth, do.; land and
buildings in
Belfast.
Arthur P. Adams, Clinton, to Ola L.
Gerald, Benton; land in Burnham,

Children Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

Buoyed Up by Faith, Their Difficulties
and Dangers Were Met But to

Islesboro.

will continue to reside in
; ""ville for the present. Capt. Mer* "as a
volunteer in the World War.

Children Cry

Perils of the Sea.

Palermo.

j

■time

Pilgrims Never Daunted by the

strength,

that will melt in your mouth,

as ail of the choice things that you can
everyone filled with that delicious, mtty flavor for
which WILLIAM TELL is famous.

some

■

I sen ted to go forward.
Aod so, with
rhe help of “a great iron seme” which
i one of tlie pilgrims had brought with
him from Leyden, the beam amidships
was crowded back into its place, the
decks were recalked, and then, taking
care to carry no great press of sail,
the Mayflower, once more, addressed
herself to the storm. For the storms
still continued, and often the little
I boat had to lie to for days together,
unable .to “beare a knote of saile."
But, at last, it was over, and on the
morning of November 20th, more than
two months after leaving Plymouth,
there came, at daybreak, the welcome
call of “Land ho!” Or, as Bradford
"after longe beating at sea,
puts
they tell with that land which is called
(’ape Cod; the which being made &
certainly knowne to be it, they were
not a little joyfull.”

Jordan, Augusta, to Mary
Glidden, Palermo; land and buildings in

Robert F. Gray, Swanville, to George
;al Maine Power Co., feels a just
><at its designing and constructive Ryder, Brooks; land and buildings in
Swanville.
lentsi could handle such a remarkwere of work in record time, and at;
Isaac S. Bartlett, Middletown,
Ct., et
•umewhat under the estimate.
al., to Alice C. Sherman, Appleton; land
and buildings in Northport.

pastries

“THEY DARED ALL" I

Frederick W.

Carriers.

bread that will build health and

—Lesbia Bryant

Minerva D.
Smith, Winterport, to
George F. Rowe, Bangor; land and buildings in Winterport.

gates are operated by electric
and the mere throwing of a lever
iid will lift or lower these mas-

Don’t think of WILLIAM TELL as just
“flour”— think of it rather as fresh hot

“And not one of us must be found;
For I heard the farmer tell his wife
That he would only kill three—
And all the while he sharpened "his knife
He kept his eye on me.”

timber in

Palermo.

■■•I'iVOts.

I

Looked at his mates gathered ’round;
^Tomorrow*s Thanksgiving,” he earnestly said,

1921:

;er

j

Young Turkey Gobbler, with highly arched head,

svere

j

of the river the log sluice of
lam was located. During a hunrs millions of heavy logs had gone
this sluice on their way to the
rther down stream, and the logs
filling water together had guaged
ra the solid rock sixty feet wide
twenty feet deep. To have filled
with a solid gravity dam w^uld
olved a concrete structure nearly
t wide on the base. To avoid such
nsiue structure, a graceful but
rch of sixty foot span was thrown
ids gap. The use of this arch
undreds of yards of concrete and
time, while in no way impairing
igth of the dam.
to the arch, across the
main
of the river, is a concrete spillfeet long.
Ilway is fitted with heavy oak
rds, bound with iron, and hinged
rest of the dam in such manner
n
approach of the floods, they
jlded flat upon the crest, allowfull area of the channel to be
lor the passage ot floods and ice.
■ind lower these very large flashactions, each the size of a barn
A ire cable
nearly three inches in
has been stretched between the
tsof the dam. Upou this cable
car containing the operator and
•lectric hoist.
s
means the flashboard sections
ways be operated no matter what
it of the water flowing over the
*ay be.
:o the flashboard section and adlie shore have been installed two
tes that are probably the largest
England. These gates are each
wide, the width of an ordinary
se, and would reach to the second
window sills, being 17 feet high,
••ill together when fully open disB000 cuoic feet per second, more
•vice the ordinary flow of the river,
gates are of the type known as
gates, and instead of sliding in a
groove like ordinary gates, are a
of a horizontal cylinder, provided
avy steel radial arms projecting
ream which are pivoted to steel,
's 6 aches in diameter, imbedded in
-U‘.
By means of this construction
iurmou8 pressure of the water on
rface of the gate, nearly 250,000
s carried on the pivots and the only
to overcome in li.ting the gate is
y smalll amount caused by the
bearing of arms revolving around

MISGIVINGS

HIS LIU

■*Miauda

Up’

Special

Notice

We wish t<f inform the public that we
ere doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
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THE PROGRESSIVE STORE
*

■

x

The Store Where
For Your Fall and

Quality Counts
oliday Shopping

STORE IS GAINING PRESTIGE EACH YEAR AS THE RIGHT PLACE TO SHOP, and since

OURlarger quarters

our

has been

gain
inspection

we have moved into
lines
that
are even better than ever.
We exrapid. This fall we have
of the most dependable merchandise for the Holidays we have ever shown. We are

more

some

some
pect to have for your
beginning now to advertise it.__

Vanity, Fair Silk Underwear
’

Here is

a

year to

our

new

KID CLOVES

item this
i

stock of very

I'

popular underwear line—
Shirts and

Vanity Fair

GLOVES

Bloomers.

Vanity Fair

is

silk line and made

satisfaction or else we would
not feature it.
Excellent
Holiday and Birthday

w\

rfanitvjcm:
SliLR

glove
to give

a

;

$2.89

.

to $4.00

Our line ot

good, dependable hosiery has been
strengthened this fall by several extraordi-

Brown, Navy.
our

25c,

reinforced knee

Its

a

dandy,

to

stockings

The most extensive line
can find in this
vicinity.

Brown, Beaver, Taupe.
Tan, Black and White. Come
Well, here is
of.

concerns

strong talking points

our

and we want you to see them for
Gifts. They are always acceptable.

$1.00

Holiday

HAND BAGS
Hand

have added a nice line of ladies’ and
children’s umbrellas. Our stock is, therefore,
We

NEW and up-to-date in materials, colors and
styles of handles, etc. Our prices, too, are
very reasonable.
to

$1.25

Bags have always

been a
very strong line with us. We
have the new Spiderweb grain,
Calf, Pin Seal, Morocco, etc.

Holiday Gifts.

One of the most satisfactory Brassieres we have
ever sold.
No hooks, no
buttons, not anything to
breaK or come oft. Pmk Usaro Cloth and
Flesh Wash Satin are both big sellers.

of

a line to be
We bought from one of the largest
making and importing handkerchiefs

39c
for

one

—Ladies’ Handkerchiefs. We have

proud

Nemo Circlet
Brassieres

Powders, Talcums, Soaps,

of

for school

at

Remember—Stockings

all to match in odor.
for the Holidays you

care for you Kid
Glove wants.
We have
from
three reputable
gloves
makes in the desired shades

$1.00 to $3.50

Cotton from

fldNDKOTF/

well this

Silk in BlacK, White, Cordovan, Nut

wear.

Toilet Waters, Extracts, Sachets, Face

prepared

nary numbers in both silk and cotton.

Try

Our store' has become recognized as the very
best place to find an exclusive line of Toilet
Goods, such as those of refined taste use with
entire propriety.

We have
year to

Prices

>125 to -7.5()

TOWELS

10.00

One of the

RIBBONS

cal items in
every

have

$1.00 to $3.00

plain white from

Fancy plaids

and

stripes,

most
our

practi-

stock for

day business.

| cjc-

We

j

5Q^

<£| cjq

MODEL BRASSIERES
Another line of reputation as to fit, style,
durability and price,
50c to 1 50

$

BLANKETS

C/B CORSETS

Ribbons for Hair Bows and fancy work.
nice range of colors and widths.

Nashua

A

Modart Front Laced Corsets

Woolnap Blankets
Keep You Warn)

DOVI
Under-game

“DOVE”

These cooler nights are helping the sale of our
Blankets. Customers appreciate the good size
of these Blankets and we will
promise you that
the price is right. We have a nice assortment
of

This

More new styles just in, in silk and cotton. We
have a very neat wash satin waist, (just in) with
neat little pleating around cuffs and
collar, flesh
or white.

This Front Laced Corset is a new style just
out. It has a feature not seen in other Front*
**
Laced Cotsets. Ask to see it. Price
Other

styles

for ladies and

juniors

$1.00
Have you

to

$5,00

new

seen

...

(£g

We would suggest that you buy early for Christmas.
Wh° are sh°ppmg'- We

bundleTetyefindmg

suits and

for the

who wants to feel that she is
corseted correctly with a garment that is correct in every detail.
Modart Corsets are
wish

gg

that

woman

Gowns, Envelope
Prices

right.

two-piece—cotton

or

wool.

poise, style

women

who

and comfort.

_$4.50 to $10 50

Everyone

seems to

^

be

beginning to

4

50 cents per square
see

the nolicv of this for

w,.

y0Ur
tf

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY
Masonic

fj

Temple,

*

to

Young had an idea. Told it to a maker of handkerchief lmens in Belfast, Ireland.
The weaver
kicked- 'Never did such a thing before.” he said
AH the more reason why we want it,”
Young replied. Result: Handerchief Linens made into bordereii
squares of just the right size for deft fingers to tun
and hem.
Happy thought! Nothing like them be
fore. Do you wonder every, one is interested?

'i

a

are

little better

Strange, Isn’t It, How Things Happen

recognized everywhere by the

are

__

\

a

Underwear for ladies and children in union

from

'our pretty Silk Jersey Pettithe call for wear with the
They
suits. A dandy at

coats?

$2.25 to $3.00

*

a

“Underthings”

Winter Underwear

QQ

PETTICOATS
back,

wear,

stands for

little better made,
little better style in

etc.
Come in and let us show you.

House Dresses
Another lot just in of those expansion
durable, well-made House Dresses

a

Chemise, Skirts,

Nashuas.

SHIRT WAISTS

name

really

High Street,

Belfast, Maine

